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INTRO

NOS PRINCIPAUX 
MARCHÉS
P&M Furniture est actif sur les 
marchés suivants: Cafés et 
Restaurants, Hôtels, Terrasses, 
Bureaux, Santé, Éducation et 
enseignement, Espaces de 
loisirs, Conférences et Salles 
d’événements, Commerce de détail 
et Marine.

Au fil des années, nous avons 
remarqué que tous ces marchés 
ont évolué, et l’émotion transmise 
à vos clients à travers la décoration 
intérieure est un élément clé de la 
réussite commerciale. Des solutions 
intelligentes, des conseils pratiques 
et des offres de produits complètes 
et actualisées vous garantiront 
la création d’un effet élégant et 
extrêmement attractif. Quel que soit 
le type d’entreprise, nous pourrions 
offrir un intérieur entièrement 
personnalisé, fonctionnel et unique. 
Ensemble, nous pouvons transformer 
les idées en réalité.

PIEȚELE NOASTRE 
PRINCIPALE
P&M furniture este activ pe 
următoarele piețe: Cafenele și 
Restaurante, Hoteluri, Terase, Birouri, 
Domeniul Sănătății, Educație și 
Învățământ, Spații Recreaționale, 
Conferințe și Săli de Evenimente, 
Retail și Marin.

De-a lungul anilor am observat că 
toate aceste piețe au evoluat, iar 
emotia transmisa clienților dvs prin 
designul interior este un element 
cheie pentru succesul afacerii. 
Soluțiile inteligențe, sfaturile practice 
și ofertele complete și actualizate de 
produse vă vor garanta crearea unui 
efect stilat și extrem de atrăgător. 
Indiferent de tipul de afacere, am 
putea oferi un interior complet 
personalizat, funcțional și unic. 
Împreună putem transforma ideile în 
realitate.

OUR MAIN 
MARKETS
P&M furniture is active within 
the markets Café & Restaurant, 
Hotel, Terrace, Office, Healthcare, 
Education, Leisure, Conference & 
Banqueting, Retail and Marine.

Over the years we have noticed that 
all these markets have evolved and 
customer experience and design are 
key elements to their success. It is 
what makes the difference. No matter 
the type of business, we could offer 
a fully custom-made, functional and 
unique interior for your location. Make 
your interior shine with P&M. Together 
we can transform ideas into reality.

UNSERE 
HAUPTMÄRKTE
P&M Furniture ist tätig auf den 
Märkten Cafe & Restaurant, Hotel, 
Terrasse, Büro & Objekt. Außerdem 
auch im Gesundheitswesen, 
Bildungswesen, Freizeit, 
Konferenz & Bankett sowie 
bei Ladeneinrichtungen und 
Kreuzfahrten.

Im Laufe der Jahre haben wir 
festgestellt, dass sich all diese 
Märkte weiterentwickelt haben 
und das Ambiente und Design 
Schlüsselelemente für den 
Erfolg sind. Es ist das, was den 
Unterschied ausmacht und sich 
aus der Masse abhebt um einen 
Wiedererkennungswert zu schaffen. 
Unabhängig von der Art des 
Geschäfts können wir eine vollständig 
maßgeschneiderte, funktionale und 
einzigartige Einrichtung für Ihren 
Standort anbieten. Bringen Sie Ihr 
Interieur mit P&M zum Leuchten! 
Gemeinsam können wir Ihre Ideen in 
die Realität umsetzen.

ONZE BELANGRIJKSTE 
MARKTEN
P&M furniture is actief binnen de 
markten Café & Restaurant, Hotel, 
Terras, Project, Zorg, Onderwijs, 
Leisure, Conferentie & Banqueting, 
Retail en Cruise.

Door de jaren heen hebben we 
ervaren dat al deze markten zijn 
geëvolueerd en dat beleving en design 
de sleutelelementen zijn voor hun 
succes. Het is wat het verschil maakt. 
Ongeacht het type bedrijf, kunnen 
wij een volledig op maat gemaakt, 
functioneel en uniek interieur voor uw 
locatie aanbieden. Laat uw interieur 
stralen met P&M. Samen kunnen we 
ideeën omzetten in realiteit.
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INSPIRATION
We learned a lot from our unique 
way of working with our customers, 
which are also our partners in creating 
outstanding locations. In order to turn 
their dreams into reality, we have to 
understand which are their needs and 
wishes. To achieve this, we present 
them innovative ideas, latest trends 
and different styles in order to better 
understand what is the most suitable 
approach. 

One of the most important questions 
that you need to ask yourself before 
starting working on a complete 
interior project is which is the style 
that represents your business? Is it 
classic, modern or maybe bohemian? 
If you are not sure about what choice 
to make, we can provide personalized 
advice.

One of our missions is to create 
hospitality places that create long 
lasting memories for guests. We work 
together with you, using our expertise 
and experience in the hospitality 
industry.

INSPIRATIE
Wij hebben veel geleerd van onze 
unieke manier van werken met onze 
klanten, die ook onze partners zijn 
bij het creëren van uitstekende 
locaties. Om hun dromen waar te 
maken, moeten we begrijpen wat 
hun behoeften en wensen zijn. Om 
dit te bereiken presenteren wij hen 
innovatieve ideeën, de nieuwste 
trends en verschillende stijlen om 
beter te begrijpen wat de meest 
geschikte aanpak is. 

Een van de belangrijkste vragen 
die u zich moet stellen voordat u 
aan een compleet interieurproject 
begint, is welke stijl uw bedrijf 
vertegenwoordigt. Is het klassiek, 
modern of misschien bohemien? 
Als u niet zeker weet welke keuze u 
moet maken, kunnen wij u persoonlijk 
advies geven.Een van onze missies 
is het creëren van horecaplekken 
die gasten een blijvende herinnering 
bezorgen. Wij werken samen met u, 
gebruikmakend van onze expertise en 
ervaring in de horeca.

INSPIRATION
Wir haben viel von unserer 
einzigartigen Art der Zusammenarbeit 
mit unseren Kunden gelernt, die auch 
unsere Partner bei der Schaffung 
außergewöhnlicher Orte sind. 
Um ihre Träume zu verwirklichen, 
müssen wir ihre Bedürfnisse und 
Wünsche verstehen. Um dies zu 
erreichen, präsentieren wir ihnen 
innovative Ideen, neueste Trends und 
verschiedene Stile, um besser zu 
verstehen, welcher Ansatz am besten 
geeignet ist. Eine der wichtigsten 
Fragen, die Sie sich stellen müssen, 
bevor Sie mit der Arbeit an einem 
kompletten Innenausstattungsprojekt 
beginnen, ist die Frage nach dem Stil, 
der Ihr Unternehmen repräsentiert. 
Ist er klassisch, modern oder 
vielleicht böhmisch?Wenn Sie sich 
nicht sicher sind, welche Wahl Sie 
treffen sollen, können wir Ihnen eine 
persönliche Beratung anbieten.
Eine unserer Aufgaben ist es, Orte 
der Gastfreundschaft zu schaffen, 
die bei den Gästen bleibende 
Erinnerungen wecken. Wir arbeiten mit 
Ihnen zusammen und nutzen unser 
Fachwissen und unsere Erfahrung im 
Gastgewerbe.

INTRO
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INTRO

INSPIRATION
Nous avons beaucoup appris de 
notre façon unique de travailler 
avec nos clients, qui sont aussi nos 
partenaires dans la création de lieux 
exceptionnels. Afin de transformer 
leurs rêves en réalité, nous devons 
comprendre quels sont leurs besoins 
et leurs souhaits. Pour ce faire, 
nous leur présentons des idées 
innovantes, les dernières tendances 
et différents styles afin de mieux 
comprendre quelle est l’approche la 
plus appropriée.  L’une des questions 
les plus importantes que vous devez 
vous poser avant de commencer 
à travailler sur un projet d’intérieur 
complet est de savoir quel est le 
style qui représente votre entreprise. 
Est-ce un style classique, moderne 
ou bohème? Si vous n’êtes pas sûr 
de votre choix, nous pouvons vous 
fournir des conseils personnalisés. 
L’une de nos missions est de créer 
des lieux d’accueil qui laissent 
des souvenirs impérissables à nos 
hôtes. Nous travaillons avec vous, en 
mettant à profit notre expertise et 
notre expérience dans le secteur de 
l’hôtellerie.

INSPIRAȚIE
Am învățat mult din modul nostru unic 
de lucru cu clienții noștri, care sunt, 
în același timp, partenerii noștri în 
crearea locurilor unice și remarcabile. 
Pentru a-și transforma visele în 
realitate, trebuie să înțelegem care 
sunt nevoile și dorințele lor. Pentru a 
reuși acest lucru, le prezentăm idei 
inovatoare, ultimele tendințe și stiluri 
diferite, astfel încât să înțelegem mai 
bine care este abordarea cea mai 
potrivită.

Una dintre cele mai importante 
întrebări pe care trebuie să ți le 
pui înainte de a începe un astfel de 
proiect este stilul care reprezintă 
afacerea ta cel mai bine? Este clasic, 
modern sau poate boemian? Dacă 
nu ești sigur în legătură cu alegerea 
pe care trebuie să o faci, putem oferi 
sfaturi personalizate.

Una dintre misiunile noastre este de 
a crea locuri de ospitalitate care să 
creeze amintiri memorabile pentru 
oaspeți. Lucrăm împreună cu tine, 
utilizând experiența și cunoștințele 
noastre în industria ospitalității.
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SUSTAINABILITY
We’ve always tried to meet the needs 
of the present without compromising 
the ability of the next generations to 
meet their own needs. Our interest 
for sustainable solutions is at the 
forefront of our continuous research 
for new technologies and alternative 
materials, enabling us to work 
together with suppliers that share our 
environmental vision. 

Since sustainability is an important 
aspect of our business, we are always 
eager to present our customers with 
eco-friendly recommendations, 
recycled materials and upholsteries 
made of recycled RPET bottles, which 
have a lower carbon footprint. Besides, 
by allowing the longer use of durable 
furniture, our customers can postpone 
a change of products, save on 
maintenance and replacement costs 
and thus reduce the environmental 
footprint.

DUURZAAMHEID
Wij hebben altijd geprobeerd te 
voorzien in de behoeften van het 
heden zonder het vermogen van de 
volgende generaties om in hun eigen 
behoeften te voorzien in gevaar te 
brengen. Onze belangstelling voor 
duurzame oplossingen staat voorop 
in ons voortdurende onderzoek naar 
nieuwe technologieën en alternatieve 
materialen, waardoor wij kunnen 
samenwerken met leveranciers die 
onze milieuvisie delen. 

Omdat duurzaamheid een belangrijk 
aspect van ons bedrijf is, staan wij 
altijd te popelen om onze klanten 
milieuvriendelijke aanbevelingen, 
gerecycleerde materialen en 
bekledingen van gerecycleerde 
RPET-flessen te presenteren, die 
een lagere koolstofvoetafdruk 
hebben. Door duurzaam meubilair 
langer te gebruiken, kunnen onze 
klanten bovendien de vervanging van 
producten uitstellen, besparen op 
onderhouds- en vervangingskosten 
en zo de ecologische voetafdruk 
verkleinen.

NACHHALTIGKEIT
Wir haben immer versucht, die 
Bedürfnisse der Gegenwart zu erfüllen, 
ohne die Fähigkeit der nächsten 
Generationen zu gefährden, ihre 
eigenen Bedürfnisse zu erfüllen. 
Unser Interesse an nachhaltigen 
Lösungen steht im Vordergrund 
unserer ständigen Suche nach 
neuen Technologien und alternativen 
Materialien, was uns ermöglicht, mit 
Lieferanten zusammenzuarbeiten, die 
unsere Umweltvision teilen. 

Da Nachhaltigkeit ein wichtiger 
Aspekt unseres Geschäfts ist, sind 
wir stets bestrebt, unseren Kunden 
umweltfreundliche Empfehlungen, 
recycelte Materialien und 
Polstermöbel aus recycelten RPET-
Flaschen zu präsentieren, die einen 
geringeren Kohlenstoff-Fußabdruck 
haben. Außerdem können unsere 
Kunden durch die längere Nutzung von 
langlebigen Möbeln den Austausch 
von Produkten hinauszögern, 
Wartungs- und Ersatzkosten 
einsparen und so den ökologischen 
Fußabdruck verringern.

INTRO
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INTRO

DURABILITÉ
Nous avons toujours essayé de 
répondre aux besoins du présent 
sans compromettre la capacité des 
générations futures à répondre à 
leurs propres besoins. Notre intérêt 
pour les solutions durables est au 
premier plan de notre recherche 
continue de nouvelles technologies 
et de matériaux alternatifs, ce qui 
nous permet de travailler avec des 
fournisseurs qui partagent notre 
vision de l’environnement. 

La durabilité étant un aspect 
important de notre activité, 
nous sommes toujours désireux 
de présenter à nos clients des 
recommandations respectueuses 
de l’environnement, des matériaux 
recyclés et des tissus d’ameublement 
fabriqués à partir de bouteilles 
RPET recyclées, dont l’empreinte 
carbone est plus faible. En outre, en 
permettant l’utilisation prolongée de 
meubles durables, nos clients peuvent 
retarder le changement de produits, 
économiser sur les coûts d’entretien 
et de remplacement et ainsi réduire 
l’empreinte écologique.

SUSTENABILITATE
Întotdeauna am încercat să îndeplinim 
nevoile prezentului fără a compromite 
capacitatea generațiilor viitoare de 
a-și satisface propriile nevoi. Interesul 
nostru pentru soluții sustenabile este 
în fruntea priorităților noastre privind 
noi tehnologii și materiale alternative, 
permițându-ne să colaborăm cu 
furnizori care împărtășesc viziunea 
noastră privind mediul înconjurător.

Deoarece durabilitatea este un aspect 
important al afacerii noastre, suntem 
întotdeauna dornici să le prezentăm 
clienților noștri recomandări 
prietenoase cu mediul, materiale 
reciclate și tapițerii fabricate din sticle 
PET reciclate, care au o amprentă de 
carbon redusă. În plus, prin permiterea 
utilizării îndelungate a mobilierului 
durabil, clienții noștri pot amâna 
schimbarea produselor, economisi 
costuri de întreținere și înlocuire și, 
astfel, pot reduce amprenta ecologică.
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INTRO

EN
Designing an interior for a HoReCa 
location is a complex process, 
which has many interconnected 
components. It is about how your 
guests feel. And the details that 
build up your company’s image 
and appeal. The main challenge 
is to transpose company’s 
brand and customer’s ideas into 
a functional and aesthetically 
pleasing location that’s well suited 
for a certain business activity. 
Our company has a dedicated 
team of designers, engineers and 
architects able to offer you the 
best interior design solutions. 
Due to our vast experience in 
working on complete projects we 
can provide customized design 
services from general layouts and 
professional consulting to fully 
detailed design concept projects, 
using custom made products that 
would respond to your needs. 

DE
Das Entwerfen eines Innenraums 
für einen Gastronomie-Standort 
ist ein komplexer Prozess, 
bei dem viele Komponenten 
miteinander verbunden sind. 
Es geht darum wie sich Ihre 
Gäste fühlen und die Details, die 
das Image und die Attraktivität 
Ihres Unternehmens stärken. 
Die größte Herausforderung 
besteht darin, die Marken- und 
Kundenideen des Unternehmens 
in einen funktionalen und 
ästhetisch ansprechenden 
Standort umzusetzen, der für die 
bestimmte Geschäftsaktivitäten 
gut geeignet ist. Unser 
Unternehmen verfügt über 
ein engagiertes Team von 
Designern, Ingenieuren und 
Architekten, die Ihnen die besten 
Innenarchitekturlösungen anbieten 
können. Aufgrund unserer 
langjährigen Erfahrung in der 
Arbeit an kompletten Projekten 
können wir maßgeschneiderte 
Designdienstleistungen anbieten.
Von allgemeinen Layouts und 
professioneller Beratung bis 
hin zu vollständig detaillierten 
Designkonzeptprojekten mit 
maßgeschneiderten Produkten, 
die all Ihren Anforderungen 
entsprechen.

NL
Het ontwerpen van een interieur 
voor een horecalocatie is 
een complex proces, met 
veel onderling verbonden 
componenten. Het gaat erom 
hoe uw gasten zich voelen. En 
de details die het imago en de 
aantrekkingskracht van uw bedrijf 
versterken. De belangrijkste 
uitdaging is om het merk van het 
bedrijf en de ideeën van de klant 
om te zetten in een functionele 
en esthetisch aantrekkelijke 
locatie die zeer geschikt is voor 
de specifieke zakelijke activiteiten. 
Ons bedrijf heeft een toegewijd 
team van ontwerpers, ingenieurs 
en architecten die u de beste 
interieuroplossingen kunnen 
bieden. Dankzij onze uitgebreide 
ervaring in het werken aan 
complete projecten, kunnen 
we ontwerpdiensten op maat 
bieden, van algemene lay-outs en 
professioneel advies tot volledig 
gedetailleerde ontwerpconcepten, 
met behulp van op maat 
gemaakte producten die aan uw 
behoeften voldoen.
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FR

L’aménagement intérieur d’un 
site HoReCa est un processus 
complexe qui comporte 
de nombreux composants 
interconnectés. Il s’agit du 
ressenti de vos clients et des 
détails qui construisent l’image 
de marque. Le principal défi est 
de traduire l’image de l’entreprise 
et les attentes des clients dans 
un lieu fonctionnel et plaisant de 
point de vue esthétique, adapté 
à un certain type d’activité. Notre 
entreprise dispose d’une équipe 
dédiée de designers, d’ingénieurs 
et d’architectes capables de vous 
offrir les meilleures solutions de 
design d’intérieur. Grâce à notre 
vaste expérience dans le domaine, 
nous pouvons offrir des services 
de conception personnalisés, des 
plans et conseils professionnels 
aux projets de conception 
conceptuelle détaillés, en utilisant 
des produits qui vous garantiront 
la création d’un effet élégant et 
extrêmement attractif qui répond 
à vos besoins.

RO

Designul interior al unei locații HoReCa 
este un proces complex, care are 
multe componente interconectate. 
Este vorba despre cum se simt 
clienții tăi și detaliile care construiesc 
imaginea brandului. Principala 
provocare este de a transpune 
imaginea companiei și așteptările 
clienților într-o locație funcțională și 
plăcută din punct de vedere estetic, 
potrivită pentru un anumit tip de 
activitate. Compania noastră are o 
echipă dedicată de designeri, ingineri 
și arhitecți capabili să vă ofere cele 
mai bune soluții de design interior. 
Datorită experienței noastre vaste 
în domeniu, putem oferi servicii de 
design personalizate, de la planuri 
și consultanță profesională până 
la proiecte conceptuale detaliate 
de design, folosind produse care 
vă vor garanta crearea unui efect 
stilat, extrem de atrăgător și care să 
corespundă nevoilor dumneavoastră. D

ES
IG

N
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  Hinterm Horizont (Designed by P&M furniture)
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  Peek & Cloppenburg (Designed by P&M furniture)
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  Panorama Hotel (Designed by P&M furniture)
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INTRO

Furniture

A wide collection of custom-
made furniture for any type of 
design. Do you prefer a classic 
or a more modern approach? 
The competition on this market 
is fierce and the success of your 
business depends on its unicity 
and we can deliver contract 
furniture that suits any personal 
preferences and space features.

If you want to have a unique 
location, your space needs custom 
designed furniture. One where you 
can choose everything, from the 
color of the frame to the color 
and texture of one of our many 
different fabrics, along with any 
other detail that comes to your 
mind. 
All of our collections are especially 
made for intense wear, having in 
their construction high quality 
materials that will resist over time. 
We also have top famous brands 
that could meet the latest trends.

Möbel

Eine große Auswahl an 
maßgeschneiderten Möbeln für 
jede Art von Design. Bevorzugen 
Sie einen klassischen oder 
einen moderneren Ansatz? 
Der Wettbewerb auf diesem 
Markt ist hart und der Erfolg 
Ihres Unternehmens hängt von 
seiner Einheit ab. Wir können 
Objektmöbel liefern, die Ihren 
persönlichen Vorlieben und 
Raummerkmalen entsprechen. 

Wenn Sie einen einzigartigen 
Standort haben möchten, benötigt 
Ihr Raum maßgeschneiderte Möbel. 
Hier können Sie alles auswählen, 
von der Farbe des Rahmens über 
die Farbe und Textur eines unserer 
vielen verschiedenen Stoffe bis hin 
zu allen anderen Details, die Ihnen 
in den Sinn kommen. Alle unsere 
Kollektionen sind speziell für 
intensiven Gebrauch konzipiert und 
enthalten hochwertige Materialien, 
für eine längere Lebensdauer. Wir 
haben auch bekannte Marken, die 
den neuesten Trends entsprechen 
könnten.

Meubilair

Een brede collectie op maat 
gemaakte meubelen voor elk type 
ontwerp. Liever een klassieke 
of juist modernere aanpak? De 
concurrentie op deze markt is 
hevig en het succes van uw bedrijf 
hangt af van de uniciteit ervan. We 
kunnen horecameubilair leveren 
dat past bij uw persoonlijke 
voorkeuren en ruimtelijke 
kenmerken.

Als u een unieke locatie wilt 
hebben, heeft uw ruimte op 
maat ontworpen meubels nodig. 
Waarvan je alles kunt kiezen, van 
de kleur van het frame tot de kleur 
en textuur van een van onze vele 
verschillende stoffen, samen met 
elk ander detail dat in je opkomt.
Al onze collecties zijn speciaal 
gemaakt voor intensief gebruik, 
met hoogwaardige materialen 
voor een langere levensduur. We 
hebben ook bekende topmerken 
die aan de laatste trends kunnen 
voldoen.
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Meubles

Une variété de meubles 
personnalisés pour tout type 
de design. Préférez-vous une 
approche classique ou plus 
moderne? La concurrence sur le 
marché est féroce et le succès de 
votre entreprise dépend de son 
caractère unique. Nous fournissons 
des meubles professionnels 
qui conviennent à toutes les 
préférences personnelles ou 
caractéristiques de l'espace.

Si vous souhaitez un emplacement 
unique, votre espace a besoin d'un 
mobilier sur mesure. Celui où vous 
pouvez tout choisir: de la couleur du 
bois aux moindres détails comme 
la texture des matériaux. Toutes 
nos collections sont spécialement 
créées pour un usage intense, 
ayant dans leur construction des 
matériaux de haute qualité qui 
dureront dans le temps. Nous 
avons également des pièces de 
design célèbres qui pourraient 
répondre aux dernières tendances 
et exigences.

Piese de mobilier

O varietate de piese de mobilier 
personalizat pentru orice tip de 
design. Preferați o abordare clasică 
sau mai modernă? Concurența 
pe piață este acerbă, iar succesul 
afacerii dvs. depinde de unicitatea 
sa. Furnizăm mobilier profesional 
care se potrivește oricăror preferințe 
personale sau caracteristici ale 
spațiului.

Dacă doriți să aveți o locație unică, 
spațiul dvs. are nevoie de mobilier 
personalizat. Unul în care puteți 
alege totul: de la culoarea lemnului, 
până la cele mai mici detalii precum 
textura materialelor.
Toate colecțiile noastre sunt special 
create pentru uzură intensă, având 
în construcția lor materiale de înaltă 
calitate, care vor rezista în timp. De 
asemenea, avem piese de design 
renumite care ar putea satisface 
cele mai noi tendințe și cerințe.
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Complete interior 
solutions

The secret of a successful project 
is to find a company that can 
manage the complete interior 
project. 

We design. We plan. We 
manufacture. Taking one project 
at once, we fully dedicate our time 
to make the best out of each. Our 
entire team of specialists makes 
sure that the original concept 
comes to life in a unique and cost-
effective manner, all the way from 
design and production to the 
assembly.
When we talk about complete 
interior services, our well-
organized project management 
team is the base for a timely 
and quality-orientated project 
flow, as we establish all the fine 
details. You don’t have to waste 
time and money on managing 
different suppliers, you’ll have one 
contact person that will solve any 
problems on the site. 

Komplette 
Innenausstattungslösungen

Das Geheimnis eines erfolgreichen 
Projekts besteht darin, ein 
Unternehmen zu finden welches das 
gesamte Innenausstattungsprojekt 
verwalten kann. In diesem Geschäft 
ist die Qualität der Produkte und die 
Qualität der Arbeit, die das Design 
umsetzt, sehr wichtig.

Wir entwerfen, wir planen, wir 
fertigen. Wir widmen unsere Zeit 
voll und ganz Ihrem Projekt, um 
das Beste dabei herauszuholen. 
Unser gesamtes Spezialisten 
Team sorgt dafür, dass das 
ursprüngliche Konzept auf 
einzigartige und kostengünstige 
Weise umgesetzt wird, vom Design 
über die Produktion bis hin zur 
Montage. Wenn wir über komplette 
Innenausstattung sprechen, 
ist unser gut organisiertes 
Projektmanagement-Team die 
Basis für einen zeitnahen und 
qualitätsorientierten Projektfluss, 
da wir alle Details genau festlegen. 
Sie müssen keine Zeit und kein Geld 
für die Abstimmung verschiedener 
Lieferanten verschwenden. Sie 
haben nur einen Ansprechpartner, 
der alle Probleme für Sie löst.

Complete 
interieuroplossingen

Het geheim van een succesvol 
project is om een bedrijf te vinden 
dat het complete interieurproject 
kan regelen. In deze branche is de 
kwaliteit van de producten en de 
kwaliteit van de implementatie van 
het ontwerp erg belangrijk.

Wij ontwerpen. We plannen. Wij 
vervaardigen. Door één project 
tegelijk te nemen, besteden we 
onze tijd volledig om het beste uit 
elk project te halen. Ons voltallige 
team van specialisten zorgt ervoor 
dat het originele concept op een 
unieke en kostenbesparende 
manier tot leven komt, van 
ontwerp en productie tot 
montage. Als we het hebben 
over complete interieurdiensten, 
is ons goed georganiseerde 
projectmanagementteam de basis 
voor een tijdige en op kwaliteit 
gerichte projectstroom, waarbij 
we alle fijne details vastleggen. 
U hoeft geen tijd en geld te 
verspillen aan het afstemmen met 
verschillende leveranciers, u heeft 
maar één contactpersoon nodig 
die eventuele problemen op de 
site voor u oplost.
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Solutions complètes 
pour l’intérieur

Le secret d'un emplacement réussi 
est de trouver une entreprise 
capable de gérer l'ensemble du 
projet. Bien entendu, la qualité des 
produits utilisés et le résultat final 
sont très importants.

Conception. Plan. Mettre en place. 
Nous prenons chaque projet au 
sérieux et nous nous engageons 
pleinement à obtenir le meilleur 
résultat possible. Toute notre 
équipe de spécialistes s'assure 
que le projet prend vie de manière 
unique et efficace, de la conception 
et de la production à l'assemblage.
Quand on parle de services 
intérieurs complets, l'équipe de 
direction est bien organisée pour 
qu'il y ait un flux orienté vers la 
qualité et la fonctionnalité, dans 
les plus brefs délais, après avoir 
établi tous les détails. Vous n'avez 
pas à perdre de temps et d'argent 
à gérer différents prestataires, vous 
aurez un interlocuteur unique qui 
résoudra tout problème.

Soluții complete 
pentru interior

Secretul unei locații de succes este 
de a găsi o companie care să poată 
gestiona întregul proiect. Desigur, 
este foarte importantă calitatea 
produselor folosite și a rezultatului 
final.

Proiectăm. Planificăm. 
Implementăm. Luăm fiecare proiect 
în serios și ne dedicăm întru totul 
pentru a obține cel mai bun rezultat 
posibil. Întreaga noastră echipă de 
specialiști se asigură că proiectul 
prinde viață într-o manieră unică 
și eficientă, de la proiectare și 
producție până la asamblare.
Când vorbim despre servicii 
complete de interior, echipa de 
management este bine organizată 
astfel încât există un flux orientat 
spre calitate și funcționalitate, 
într-un timp cât mai scurt, după 
stabilirea tuturor detaliilor. Nu 
trebuie să pierdeți timp și bani în 
gestionarea diferiților furnizori, veți 
avea o singură persoană de contact 
care va rezolva orice problemă 
apărută.
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  Bravoure( foto: royvermeijfotografie )
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  Lucia- Il Pollo Italiano
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  Aloha Beach
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  La Trattoria
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CHAIRS | STÜHLE | STOELEN 
| CHAISES | SCAUNE

Products are available in a variety of fabrics and colors. 
Ask the sales department for more info.

01
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NEW  Blissful NEW  Clair

NEW  Blair 

NEW  Lush S

NEW  Culta

NEW  Lush A

CHAIRS

NEW

Sway
Sway is a stylish armchair featuring a 
sturdy three-leg steel frame for a sleek, 
modern look. The seat and back are 
tastefully upholstered in fabric, providing 
a comfortable and understated elegance. 
There are numerous customization 
options through its finishes and bases, 
allowing you to adapt it to various 
environments.

NEW  Sway P NEW  Peanut
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NEW  Yoko S NEW  Yoko A

NEW  

Yoko 
The design of the collection boasts 
a combination of angles, curves, and 
geometries that naturally adapt to a 
variety of settings, including squared 
or defined spaces. The backrest of 
the chairs appears to be suspended, 
thanks to an internal fixing system 

that adds a touch of visual intrigue. 
With a wide range of colors available, 
this collection is designed to envelop 
guests in a warm embrace, and the 
steel accents can either contrast or 
harmonize with the fabric, depending 
on your desired aesthetic.

Silk A Silk S

Kavi A Kavi SLinus SPoppy S
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NEW  Lina 2850 NEW  Lina 2851 NEW  Lina 2852 NEW  Lina 2853

NEW  Sing S NEW  Sing AJoe S M LGJoe S M TS
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NEW  Wolf M

NEW  Wolf M UPH

NEW  Wolf MP

NEW  Wolf M FS

NEW  

Wolf MP UPH
Introducing a stunning collection 
of metal frame chairs, designed 
to    elevate the ambiance of any 
hospitality environment with their 
sleek and modern aesthetic. Crafted 
with precision and attention to 
detail, these chairs boast a sturdy 
metal frame that not only adds 
durability but also exudes a sense of 
contemporary elegance.  Designed 
with practicality in mind, these chairs 
are easy to stack and storage.

What sets these metal frame chairs 
apart is their incredible versatility 
and adaptability. With their sleek and 
minimalist design, they seamlessly 
blend into a wide range of hospitality 
environments, from trendy cafes to 
upscale restaurants, and everything 
in between. These chairs are not only 
visually appealing but also highly 
functional, with comfortable seating 
and ergonomic design that ensures 
maximum comfort for your guests. 
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Doll 559

Doll 552 Fabian

Doll 551
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Myra 657
Presenting a four-leg armchair with 
a wooden frame and an upholstered 
shell in fabric. It is also available with 
polyurethane-injected foam, meeting the 
UK fire regulations for added safety and 
compliance.

Ring 670 Ring 671

Myra 652Myra 653
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NEW   Bunny M1 NEW  Bunny M2 NEW  Bunny M3

NEW  Bunny W2 NEW  Bunny W3

NEW  Bunny W1

 

Masters chair 
The Masters chair pays homage 
to three iconic chairs, skillfully 
reimagined by Starck’s creative 
brilliance. It elegantly blends 
the distinct silhouettes of Arne 

Jacobsen’s “Serie 7,” Eero Saarinen’s 
“Tulip Armchair,” and Charles Eames’ 
“Eiffel Chair” into a harmonious hybrid, 
resulting in a captivating fusion of 
original and appealing styles.

Micky M

Kiyumi  A  UPHKiyumi  S UPH
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Calla P M TS M

Calla P L C TS Calla P M M PPNEW  Calla S L C TS

Calla S M Q TS

Calla S M PP M

Wrap SWrap P

NEW  Cover P M TSNEW  Stack chair

NEW  Cover S M Q TSNEW  Cover S M M TS
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Lea P M TS

Lea S M TS

NEW  

Suite P L CU 
With basic lines and balanced shapes, 
the elements in this collection exude 
a sense of understated elegance. The 
clean and minimalist design language 
allows these pieces to effortlessly 
complement various interior styles, 
making them a versatile choice for a 
wide range of hospitality settings, from 
upscale restaurants to boutique hotels.

Dalia PB M Q TS

Dalia S M Q TS

NEW  Sonny P QNEW  Sonny S M TS Q NEW  Sonny PB Q
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 Camelia S  NEW  Celine S

NEW  Carter S

Camelia A NEW  Celine A

NEW  Carter ALatvia A Latvia S

NEW  Wings A

NEW  Wings A Metal

NEW  Wings S

NEW  Wings S Metal
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NEW  Holly S UPH

NEW  Holly S

Candy A

Strike

BEST 

SELLER

 

Candy S
One of the standout features of 
this collection is the wide horizon 
of materials, colors, and finishes 
available. From sumptuous velvet 
upholstery to warm wood tones to bold 
color options, the versatility of this 
collection allows you to create a truly 
original and customized look for your 
establishment. Whether you are aiming 
for a classic and timeless ambiance 
or a contemporary and avant-garde 
atmosphere, this collection has options 
to suit your unique design vision. This 
collection boast curvy lines and offer 

soft sensations, creating a sense of 
comfort and style. With a plethora of 
personalizing options available, such as 
fabric colors, finishes, and more, these 
chairs can be tailored to suit your 
unique interior design . The addition 
of golden caps on the legs adds a 
touch of elegance, making them a 
sophisticated choice for a restaurant or 
cafe setting.

Jolly S Jolly A
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NEW  Zena 2615 NEW  Zena 2618

NEW  Zena 2641 NEW  Zena 2645

CHAIRS

NEW

Zena 2640
The Zena collection is renowned for its 
versatility, offering various frame versions 
and an extensive range of finishes to 
choose from. This includes options such 
as the sleek total black look, as well as the 
opulent variant with a satin brass effect. 
This diverse range of choices allows you to 
customize and adapt the Zena collection to 
suit your specific design preferences and 
complement any hospitality environment.

NEW  Tiffany SNEW  Tiffany A

Larisa A Larisa S
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NEW  Wrap Steel A NEW  Wrap Steel S NEW  Wrap A-C60

NEW  Wrap S-C63 NEW  Wround S

NEW  Wrap A-C61

NEW  

Wround A 
The collection showcases a gentle 
and invigorating design that has the 
ability to infuse character into any 
space, seamlessly integrating into 
various modern environments. The 
metal frame exudes an elegant and 
refined support for the upholstered 

seat and backrest, which boast 
compact and snug proportions, 
ensuring a comfortable seating 
experience. The collection’s soft and 
fresh design elevates the aesthetics 
of any location.

NEW  Eternity NEW  Jim 007 AC
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Moema 69 Uno 550Uno 594Uno 599 M
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Miro 616

Miro 620 Miro S Padded Suzanne S Sled Vintage Suzanne S Vintage Look

 

Unique 
The Unique chair lives up to its 
name, featuring a solid oak wood 
construction with an embossed seat 
and a steel tube frame that can be 
powder coated in a wide range of 
RAL colors. The chair offers versatility 

with the option to choose between 
a solid wooden seat or a seat pad 
for added comfort. Unique chair is a 
perfect choice for those seeking a 
statement piece that can be tailored 
to their individual style and space.

Suzanne S Black 1Caffe S Caffe P
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Fox 3725

CHAIRS

 

Design chairs
The design chairs are truly unique, offering distinctive 
elements that add personality to any space. These 
chairs are defined by a harmonious mixture of 
materials and contrasting geometric lines, creating a 
visual and tactile experience that is both captivating 
and inviting.The combination of different materials, 
such as metal, wood, and upholstery, creates an 
intriguing blend of textures and finishes that add 
depth and character to the chairs. 

The contrasting geometric lines in the design add a 
modern and dynamic touch, creating a sense of visual 
interest and intrigue. 
These chairs are not only functional, but also serve as 
works of art in their own right, elevating the aesthetics 
of any hospitality environment. With their striking and 
individualistic design, these chairs make a statement 
and become focal points in any space they adorn.
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Babila 2735 Babila 2736 Babila 2745

Babila 2710Babila 2756 Babila 2700

Babila 2755

Babila 2720

Osaka Metal 5721 Osaka Metal 5722 Ester 691 Ester 690
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Franky black Franky velvet blue Franky velvet grey Enyo

Damon

NEW  Lara S

NEW  Lara A

CHAIRS

BEST 

SELLER

BEST 

SELLER

BEST 

SELLER

NEW  Jim 009 C

NEW  Jim 002 CNEW  Caseyna NEW  Caseyna M

NEW  Jim 003 C
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BEST 

SELLER

 

Franky brown 
The Franky chair seamlessly blends 
the decorative stitching reminiscent 
of vintage shells with the clean 
lines of its base, creating a highly 
contemporary design. 

Drawing inspiration from baseball, 
the stitching adds a unique and 
coveted element to this chair, making 
it an intriguing and sought-after 
model.
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NEW  Valesta NEW  Valina 

NEW  Romina Lux SNEW  Romina Lux A

NEW  Ramsey S NEW  Ramsey A

NEW  Giuls NEW  Ombra

CHAIRS

July S
Introducing a collection of metal frame 
chairs with a simple yet modern look, 
designed to complement any contemporary 
space. What sets these chairs apart is their 
versatility and personalization options. With 
a wide range of upholstery textures, colors, 
and metal frame finishes available, you can 
create a chair that perfectly matches your 
unique style and aesthetic preferences.

BEST 

SELLER
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Ivo 1S Mayo S FS  Frank Frankfurt

AysaNikosiaMiranda Bink

 

Industrial look chairs
Introducing a collection of chairs with 
an industrial look design, featuring 
leather-look upholstery and sturdy 
metal frames. These chairs are 
characterized by their raw and edgy 
aesthetic, inspired by the modern 
industrial style. 
The leather-look upholstery adds a 
touch of ruggedness and authenticity, 
while the metal frame provides a 
durable and sturdy foundation. 

The combination of the distressed 
leather-look upholstery and the 
metal frame creates a unique and 
eye-catching design that is perfect 
for spaces that embrace this 
aesthetic. These chairs are not only 
visually appealing, but also practical 
and functional. Whether used in a 
restaurant, commercial space, a 
trendy cafe, or a contemporary office 
space, these chairs are sure to make a 
statement.
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NEW  Shine A W1NEW  Shine S W1

NEW  Nusa S

NEW  Nusa A

Shine A Metal Shine S Metal

NEW  Jean
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Nymphaea Luxury

Nymphaea A

Nymphaea Metal A

Nymphaea Metal S

CHAIRS

NEW  

Eeve
The exquisite chair envelops you in 
its embrace with its curved back, 
providing both comfort and style. 
The wooden legs add a touch of 
personalization, allowing you to 
choose between matching them 
with the upholstery for a cohesive 
look, or contrasting them for a bold 
statement.
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NEW  Bliss 02 113 NEW  Mary

Koala L7

*Da Vinci 02 113 A

Koala R1

*Da Vinci 02 100 A Leather *Da Vinci 03 100 C
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NEW

Bliss 02 100
This chair boasts a modern and professional 
appearance with curved lines, premium 
materials, and thoughtful ergonomic 
features. Its elegant design and attention 
to detail make it a perfect fit for any 
professional setting, while its ergonomic 
features promote productivity and well-
being.

NEW  Kelly Flow 
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 *Magda 01 100 NEW  Magda 04 113 *Magda 04 100

*Manu 113 Senape *Da Vinci 01 100 TA 1

Kicca 571

*Da Vinci 01 113

 

Magda  04 110 
Designed for long hours of sitting, 
this chair prioritizes comfort with 
its cushioned seat and backrest, 
providing ample support to help you 
maintain good posture throughout 
the workday.  

Constructed with durability in mind, 
this chair features a sturdy metal 
frame and high-quality upholstery 
that is built to withstand the 
demands of a office or conference 
room.

NEW  Kelly Flow Hole
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Martha ALU A Martha ALU S Ambassador ALU Ambassador ALU A

NEW  Artesia S NEW  Artesia Cushion 2 NEW  Artesia CushionNEW  Artesia A

 Dunk 1190

 Dunk 1191NEW

NEW
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Tweet 895
The Tweet collection offers a range 
of seating options that seamlessly 
blend a sleek and minimalist design 
with a diverse selection of frames 
and finishes, making it highly 
adaptable for contract settings. The 
armchair features a stackable design 
with a double injection molded 
polypropylene shell for durability, 
and a sturdy Ø14 mm steel tube 

frame for stability. The rational and 
clean design of the chair’s body is 
complemented by the wide variety 
of frame and finish options available, 
allowing for customization to suit 
any environment. Whether it’s for 
a commercial space, the Tweet 
collection provides versatile seating 
solutions that combine style and 
functionality.

Tweet 890

Tweet 897

Standard Steel arm STK

Standard Steel STK
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W 605

CHAIRS

 

Wooden chairs
Introducing our unique collection of wooden chairs 
that are sure to catch your eye with their interesting 
and captivating design. These chairs are made from 
high-quality wood, showcasing the natural beauty 
of the material with their rich and warm tones. What 
sets them apart is their customizable features, 
allowing you to personalize them to perfectly suit your 
HORECA (Hotel/Restaurant/Cafe) location. With their 
durable construction, these chairs are not just visually          
appealing but also practical for everyday use.

From the choice of wood finishes to the selection of 
upholstery options, you have the freedom to create 
chairs that reflect your unique style and aesthetic. The 
chairs are designed with attention to detail, featuring 
distinctive elements that add personality and charm 
to any space. Whether it’s a rustic lodge, a trendy 
café, or an upscale restaurant, these wooden chairs 
are sure to make a statement and create a memorable  
impression on your guests.
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Innsbruck Linz 

Bette FS

Salzburg

Croissant 571 Cheng 103

Bregenz

Felix 138 Graz

Linz A

CHAIRS

NEW  Morgana
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Nemea 2826

Malmo 391

Malmo 396

Tivoli 2805 Tivoli 2800 Tivoli 2801 Nemea 2820

CHAIRS
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Nemea 2825 
The Nemea collection design 
evokes the concept of timeless and 
historical elegance. Crafted from 
ash veneered plywood, the 
armchair features a gracefully 
shaped backrest. 

The chair is supported by solid ash 
wood legs and a die-cast aluminum 
frame, combining classic aesthetics 
with contemporary functionality.
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Coffee Wicker

CHAIRS

NEW  

Bohemian chair design
Introducing our latest trendsetting collection of cane 
and wicker-look chairs, featuring braided cord details 
that are perfect for HORECA (Hotel/Restaurant/Cafe) 
locations. These chairs are inspired by the timeless 
beauty of natural materials and incorporate the latest 
design trends to create a unique and eye-catching 
look. The cane and wicker-look chairs are crafted with 
attention to detail, mimicking the organic texture and 
warmth of natural materials while offering durability 
and ease of maintenance. The braided cord details add 
a modern twist, creating a harmonious blend of tradi-

tional and contemporary styles. These chairs are not 
just visually appealing but also comfortable, providing 
a cozy and inviting seating experience for your guests. 
Whether you’re aiming for a boho-chic vibe or simply 
looking to add a touch of natural beauty and eclectic 
flair to your HORECA location, our cane, wicker-look, 
and braided cord chairs are the perfect choice. 
Embrace the bohemian trend with these unique 
and captivating chairs that are sure to elevate the 
ambiance of your space and create a memorable 
dining experience for your guests.
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 Tiger armchair Ginger

NEW  Geo

Ginger SE

Beneton W

NEW  Coffee Cord

NEW  Cantik

Beneton FS

NEW  Sion

NEW  Manya 2A Cane

CHAIRS
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Bistro 2

Bistro 2A

NEW  Peppe

Banana 

Bistro 2A UPH

NEW  Nordy

CHAIRS

Bistro 3S Cane
Introducing a unique twist on the classic 
bistro chair - a timeless design made of 
bentwood with a modern twist of a cane 
seat and back. These chairs are the perfect 
blend of traditional and contemporary 
elements, offering a fresh and stylish take on 
the beloved bistro chair design. These bistro 
chairs are not only visually stunning, but also 
practical and functional, having breathable 
seating option that adds a touch of natural 
element.

Bistro 3S

Kamil S FS
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NEW  Pellman

Pavol S W

CHAIRS

Pavol S FS

NEW  Pellman Cane

BEST 

SELLER

 

Pavol A FS 
The cane look chairs feature 
intricate weaves and patterns 
that exude a boho-chic 
vibe, reminiscent of artisanal 
craftsmanship and global 
influences. 

These details add an additional 
layer of texture and charm, 
creating a captivating and 
bohemian look that is sure to 
catch the eye of your guests.

NEW  Dasie S NEW  Dasie A

NEW  Elly S NEW  Elly A
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Grand-ma Hans

NEW  Tehoy

Mandy A Mandy S

NEW  Tehoy straw

CHAIRS

Kasia
Introducing the modern reinterpretation of 
the classic Windsor chair, perfect for use in 
hospitality and catering (HoReCa) locations. 
These chairs combine the timeless charm 
of the Windsor design with a fresh and 
contemporary twist, making them a unique 
and stylish choice for any dining or seating 
area. Crafted with meticulous attention to 
detail, this chair features a solid wood frame 
that is both sturdy and durable. 

Windsor A Windsor S
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Helsinki FSWinner FS

BEST 

SELLER

Randers NEW  Franco

NEW  PickyHelga NEW  Alfie UPHNEW  Alfie 
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NEW  Lorena

NEW  Fely

NEW  Sweden FS Cane

NEW  Fame

NEW  Sweden Cane

NEW  Fame P

CHAIRS

NEW  Amis

NEW  Luxing

 Sweden UPH

Win 
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BEST 

SELLER

 

Sweden 
Sweden stands out as an 
extraordinary chair, capturing the 
hearts of many and earning its 
place as a best-seller. Crafted 
from premium oak wood, 
this chair embodies not only 

popularity but also a timeless 
charm that adds character to any 
space. Experience the allure of 
Sweden – a chair that transcends 
trends and remains a symbol of 
enduring elegance.
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Retrograde FS Retrograde WS

Athena NEW  Arena

BEST 

SELLER

Manya 2A

NEW  Seal

NEW  Norb ANEW  Norb S

NEW  Alles S NEW  Alles A

NEW  Alles S WNEW  Melany

Retrograde

BEST 

SELLER
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Tabby A

CHAIRS

Tabby S

NEW  Wannie S

NEW  Wannie A

NEW  

Rosa
The Rosa seat features soft and 
smooth lines that create a subtly 
organic, modern, and inviting form. 
The combination of advanced wood 
bending techniques and elegant 
design results in a collection that 
exudes a sense of sophistication 
and friendly aesthetics. The result is 
a unique blend of form and function 
that will elevate any interior with its 
modern, sleek, and visually captivating 
presence.
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NEW  Lena S NEW  Lena ANEW  Lena S1

 

Japan S 
The chair boasts wooden legs that rise 
upwards, creating a striking line along 
the back and sides. The innovative
design includes a distinctive cut 
between the seat and back, lending it 
a modern and avant-garde aesthetic. 
The seamless integration of the 

wooden legs with the rest of the 
chair’s design adds an element of 
visual intrigue and uniqueness. Overall, 
this chair is a perfect marriage of form 
and function, combining eye-catching 
design elements with modern 
sensibilities.

Natasha 1 Natasha 2 NEW  Yoto S NEW  Yoto A

NEW  Temple
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NEW  

Groove A
Groove chair is a harmonious fusion 
of skill, beauty, and comfort, drawing 
inspiration from mid-20th century 
Scandinavian design. This chair 
showcases a fresh interpretation of 
classic design elements, leveraging 
innovative technology to create 
unique wooden spokes with stunning 
curvature. Crafted from solid ash 
wood, the chair features a matte 

stain finish in a variety of colors and 
finishes, lending it a subdued yet 
distinctive character. With its sleek 
and versatile design, the Groove 
chair seamlessly complements a 
wide range of hospitality interiors, 
making it an ideal choice for 
any space seeking a touch of 
understated elegance.

NEW  Groove S

NEW  Freya

NEW  Orbit Cane
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NEW  Alfred

NEW  Askew 5C35

Casey M

CHAIRS

NEW

Brandon
Capture the intimate ambiance of a 
café, where people come together to 
share adventures and captivating stories, 
effortlessly by incorporating the Brandon 
chair into your space. This durable dining 
chair draws inspiration from classic café 
chairs, offering the same inviting warmth 
with a touch of innovation. The seat of this 
timeless piece is adorned with soft velvet in a 
range of deep colors, creating an atmosphere 
that is both familiar and creatively fresh.

NEW  Selm S NEW  Selm A

NEW  Oslo P LG TS

NEW  Calum ANEW  Calum S
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 Linea A Linea S

NEW  Bismark S UPH NEW  Bismark A FSNEW  Bismark A UPHNEW  Bismark S FS

NEW  Joa M

NEW  Joa A FS NEW  Joa A UPH

NEW  Joa S

CHAIRS
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CHAIRS

NEW  Anne

Jojo

NEW   Jona

Jojo SL

NEW  Bistra A

NEW  Jordy

NEW  Gomo S

NEW  Bistra S Gap

Thea 242

NEW  Vince P

NEW  Mona NEW  Gomo LU S
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NEW  Audrey S

CHAIRS

NEW  Audrey A

NEW  Audrey S Metal

NEW  Gomo A

NEW  

Elicia Round A
The Elicia collection is a captivating 
and contemporary range that exudes 
comfort and sophistication through 
its sleek lines and graceful curves. 
Whether you’re aiming to create an 
exclusive ambiance in your interior 
design project or simply seeking 
chairs that exude modernity, the 
Elicia collection is the perfect choice. 
Its distinctive character is sure to 
make a statement and elevate any 
space with its unique blend of style 
and functionality.
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NEW  Keppa

NEW  Emanuela 2 A

NEW  Emanuel 3 A

NEW  Emanuel Gap 3 A

CHAIRS

Keppa Deluxe
Keppa is a popular and intriguing product 
with a contemporary design that offers 
customization options in a wide range of 
materials and colors, making it a versatile 
choice for any Horeca location. With its 
modern aesthetic and personalized options, 
the addition of golden caps on the legs adds 
a touch of elegance, making it a standout 
choice for any environment.

BEST 

SELLER
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CHAIRS

Paige A Deluxe

Vanda A Paige S H

Softy FS

Vanda

Paige A H

Paige S H Gold Caps

Softy UPH

 

Paige S 
Paige is a highly sought-after choice 
among our customers, thanks to its 
captivating design and customizable 
solutions that make it suitable 
for any interior design project. Its 
unique and interesting design sets it 
apart, offering a blend of style and 

versatility that appeals to a wide 
range of tastes. With its personalized 
options, Paige offers a tailored 
solution that can be adapted to any 
interior design styles, making it a very 
popular choice.

BEST 

SELLER

BEST 

SELLER

BEST 

SELLER

BEST 

SELLER
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CHAIRS

Cassie S STK Cassie A STK

NEW  Dino A NEW  Dino S NEW  Ducke SNEW  Ducke A

Denton

NEW  Dume A NEW  Dume S

Esto Vegas

BEST 

SELLER

Nevada

BEST 

SELLER

NEW  Bello S NEW  Bello S
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CHAIRS

Spirit A Wicker

 

Spirit S Wicker
Wood takes center stage in 
this distinctive collection. The 
chair features a light and simple 
design that exudes versatility and 
elegance, with classic lines and 
comfortable shapes. The optional 
cane backrest adds a touch of 
exclusivity to this collection, offering 
a unique element that sets it apart. 
Healthcare furniture is a critical 
element in creating comfortable 
and functional environments for 
patients, caregivers, and healthcare 
professionals. 

It goes beyond just aesthetics, as it 
needs to meet specific requirements 
for durability, ease of cleaning, and 
patient safety. Healthcare furniture 
now comes in a wide range of styles, 
colors, and finishes to create inviting 
and comforting spaces for patients 
and their families.
Whether it’s for healthcare facilities 
or other contract settings, these 
collections are designed to combine 
style and functionality seamlessly.

Dubai S

Dubai S STK

Dubai A
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CHAIRS

Vegas Elegance 3S Vegas FS Vegas WS S Babs FS S

Izabella S

Izabella A

Izabella A2

BEST 

SELLER
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Vegas BS S

CHAIRS

Augustus

Vegas 35A

Vegas Elegance A2

 

Vegas Elegance 1S
A collection of products that 
transcends time, seamlessly 
blending into both classic and 
modern interior designs. The 
possibilities for personalization 
are endless, limited only by your 
imagination: choose from a wide 
range of colors, textures, materials, 
and features. Designed for intense 
wear, these products are well-
suited for horeca locations with 

high traffic, ensuring durability and 
longevity. 
This collection is highly popular 
among our customers due to its 
numerous features and benefits. Its 
popularity stems from its versatility, 
durability, and customization 
options, making it a top choice 
for a wide range of interior design 
projects.
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Breda A

Nurnberg A

Nurnberg S Buttons

Nurnberg S

Nurnberg S Flutted

CHAIRS

Nurnberg A Buttons
The versatility, durability, and customization 
options of this product line make it a 
favored choice among our clientele. These 
products are specifically designed for high-
traffic HoReCa locations, ensuring they can 
withstand intense wear and maintain their 
quality. The chair is equipped with premium 
high-density foam, ensuring durability and 
resistance to wear and tear over time.

 Breda S

BEST 

SELLER

Conny A Conny S
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CHAIRS

MoreiraFiero

BEST 

SELLER

 

Carmin 
The Carmin chair is designed to 
provide unmatched comfort and 
style, featuring sloping track arms and 
a upholstered seat. The beechwood 
frame of the chair is coated with 
a durable polyurethane lacquer, 
ensuring long-lasting protection. 
A wide range of wood stains are 

available, allowing for customization 
to match any interior design. 
Additionally, the Carmin chair offers 
versatility in upholstery options, as 
it can be produced in a wide range 
of professional fabrics or synthetic 
leather.

Alonzo S Alonzo 2S Alonzo A Alonzo 2A

BEST 

SELLER

BEST 

SELLER

Hyperion SHyperion 2S
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Class Manaus

Doris S

Sofia S Sofia A

Meda A STKMeda S STK

Doris A

CHAIRS
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CHAIRS

Ingleton
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BAR STOOLS | BARHOCKER 
BARKRUKKEN | TABOURETS 

SCAUNE DE BAR
Products are available in a variety of fabrics and colors. 

Ask the sales department for more info.

02
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 Camelia BK

 Jolly BK  Tenues BK

Sacramento BK 2

BAR STOOLS

 

Candy BK 
One of the standout features of this collection is the wide 
horizon of materials, colors, and finishes available. From 
sumptuous velvet upholstery to warm wood tones to 
bold color options, the versatility of this collection allows 
you to create a truly original and customized look for your 
establishment. Whether you are aiming for a classic and 
timeless ambiance or a contemporary and avant-garde 
atmosphere, this collection has options to suit your 
unique design vision.  sensations, creating a sense of 
comfort and style.

BEST
SELLER

NEW  Wings BK Metal
Riva Caffe & Weinbar - Olten

NEW  Wings BK 
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BAR STOOLS
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BAR STOOLS

NEW  

Lina 2855 
This barstool is designed to furnish environments 
with an original and modern stylishness. Barstool with 
frame in steel. The seat and back can be upholstered 
in fabric or in eco-leather. This product is available in 
different colors.

Poppy BK

NEW  Lina 2854

NEW  Temple BK
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BAR STOOLS

Myra 654

Ring 672

Myra 654B

Myra 658

Kavi BK

Myra 658B

Kavi BK 2

Masters Barstool
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BAR STOOLS

NEW  Dalia SG TS

NEW  Toy Stool

NEW  Dalia H65/H75 M TS

 
NEW

Lea H75 M TS
With basic lines and balanced shapes, 
the elements in this collection exude 
a sense of understated elegance. The 
clean and minimalist design language 
allows these pieces to effortlessly 
complement various interior styles, 
making them a versatile choice for a 
wide range of hospitality settings.

NEW  Cover H65/H75 M TS Wrap H65/H75 M TS NEW  Wrap SG TS
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NEW  Joe H75 M CU NEW  Joe H75 M LG NEW   Calla S75 LR TS

NEW  Calla S75 M TS

NEW  Joe H75 M TS

NEW  Lea SG TS
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BAR STOOLS

Latvia BKLinus BK

 

Strike BK 
Strike is a collection of smoothly shaped, wraparound 
chairs whose elegant lines and limited proportions 
make it ideal for use in contract settings. The visible 
metal frame outlines its characteristic profile and 
joins together the padded sections, traditionally 
upholstered in the fabrics, leathers and eco leathers 
featured in the catalogue or supplied by the customer, 
creating a comfy shell. Simple, yet at the same time 
sophisticated, Strike adapts discreetly to the space 
around it, enhancing it with never predictable 
combinations of upholstery and metal finishes.

NEW  Tiffany A BKNEW  Tiffany S BK 
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BAR STOOLS

Fabian BK

NEW  

Nuta Light BK
The stool featured in the Nuta Light Collection presents a 
contemporary and comfortable seating option, ideal for 
subtly furnishing commercial and hospitality settings. With 
its practical backrest, lightweight construction, and easy 
handling, this product ensures straightforward use and utmost 
reliability.

NEW  Zena 2555 NEW  Zena 2565NEW  Artesia BK
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BAR STOOLS

Uno 386 Uno 378

NEW  Blair BK

NEW  Peanut BK

NEW  Jim BK 001 B NEW  Jim BK 003 B

NEW  Jim BK 012 BNEW  Jim BK 009 B

NEW  Jim BK 002 B
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BAR STOOLS

NEW  Wrap Steel C72 NEW  Wround C81

Doll 557Doll 555

Doll 556

NEW

Wrap BK C64
Capable of transforming a room, a venue, a 
restaurant, a café through the softness of its fabric, 
faux or leather upholstery and through its colour. 
The show-wood back version adds a touch of class 
for especially swish interiors, whilst highlighting the 
embrace of the wrap-around design.

NEW  Culta BK
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BAR STOOLS

Babila 2706-A Babila 2702

Osaka 5717Babila 2706

Malmo 246 Malmo 242

 

Malmo 236 
The Malmo barstool elicits a sense of warmth through 
the tactile quality of ash wood, its tapered aesthetics, 
and a nod to traditional charm. Design elements manifest 
in their unadulterated form, thicker at the joints and 
naturally tapered, providing an essence of lightness and 
elegance. 

BEST
SELLER
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BAR STOOLS

Cube 1402 Cube 1401 Cube 1400

Tweet 896/2 Tweet 899 Ester BK Nolita 3657

Nolita 3658
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BAR STOOLS

Bouchon H46 Bouchon H76

Bujole - Cluj-Napoca

BEST
SELLER

NEW  Bunny M1 BK

NEW  Bunny M3 BK NEW  Bunny W2 BK

NEW  Bunny M2 BK

NEW  Bunny W1 BK NEW  Bunny W3 BK
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BAR STOOLS

Micky BK

Micky M BK (Wooden Back)

Micky M BK

 

Yoko BK
The design of the collection boasts a combination of 
angles, curves, and geometries that naturally adapt 
to a variety of settings, including squared or defined 
spaces. The backrest of the chairs appears to be 
suspended, thanks to an internal fixing system that 
adds a touch of visual intrigue. 

NEW
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BAR STOOLS

Feston Counter Stool

July BK

 

Franky Bar Stool Brown 
The fusion of decorative stitching on the vintage shell, 
along with the clean lines of the base, imparts a distinctly 
contemporary design to both the chair and barstool.

BEST
SELLER

Gastrobar Tof - Venray

Franky Bar Stool Black

BEST
SELLER

Feston Bar Stool

Suzanne BK 3

BEST
SELLER

NEW  Miro BK
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NEW  July BK Wood

Gastrobar Tof - Venray

BAR STOOLS

NEW  Tobias BK NEW  Tobias Stool NEW  Tobias BK

Suzanne BK 2

Suzanne BK 4
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BAR STOOLS

Kaprun Mini Stool Kaprun Metal Kaprun Stool

Lucas 46 Lucas BK 65 UPH Lucas 75

Wien BK

W 607

Arki Stool
Arki-Stool joins Arki collection which reviews 
the industrial look in a functional way. A barstool 
with solid oak seat and legs, swivel and with gas 
lift device, to easily change the height. A steel 
footrest on the legs creates a nice contrast to the 
naturalness of the wood.
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BAR STOOLS

Tripod H49

Veranda - Turda

Tripod H78
The Tripod collection is designed with attention to 
details, subtly referring to retro aesthetics, thanks to 
the unusual triangular shape of the seat and stools. 
Tripod is a comfortable, attractive, and functionally 
diverse family of wooden seating furniture. The 
variation of stool heights can be used in various 
public interiors, such as restaurants, cafes and bars.

NEW  Nusa BKNEW  Wellington BKTripod H61
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BAR STOOLS

*Da Vinci SG 108NEW  Emanuela Gap 1 BK

NEW  Emanuela 3CP BKNEW  Emanuel 3 BK

*Da Vinci 07 101 Marisa BK Metal

NEW  Jona BK Fulda BK

 

Yoto BK
Yoto is a collection that features a comfortable seat and 
backrest. The variability in customization options adds a playful 
touch, with the seat available in a solid color and the back 
showcasing diverse patterns, or vice versa. This adaptability 
makes it suitable for a range of environments, from restaurants 
and bars to various hospitality interiors.

NEW
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BAR STOOLS

*Magda 07 101*Manu SG 101 Shine BK Shine Metal BK

Randers BK

 

Lush BK 
Contemporary collection with simple and elegant shapes, 
it provides a feeling of comfort and warmth. Its metallic 
structure highlights the harmony between upholstery and 
metal. A contemporary piece with simple, elegant and 
comfortable shapes, thus enabling the creation of the 
most diverse environments.

NEW

Tabby BK

Nurnberg BK

NEW  Groove BK
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BAR STOOLS

Bistro 2 BK

Kamil BK Dueto BK

Banana BK Banana BK 1

Thonet BK 60 Thonet BK Thonet BK 80

Alex Restaurants - Germany
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Hans BK

BAR STOOLS

Louisiana BK Mandy FS BK

Gastrobar Tof - Venray

Winner BKUnique BK

Kasia BK

BEST
SELLER
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BAR STOOLS

 

Coffee Cord Bar 
With soft, sinuous lines, this model is captivating, 
discreetly inviting you to sit down. In this design, 
different materials were used, which resulted in 
a diverse collection with an image and design of 
refinement. Coffee conveys a strong personality, 
while also being versatile enough to be integrated 
into any interior design, regardless of the style.

NEW
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BAR STOOLS

Ginger 2127 Linea BK Natasha 2 BKGinger 2127 Straw

NEW  Elicia Bar

NEW  Audrey Bar
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BAR STOOLS

Cassie BK Cassie BK Straw Dubai BK Spirit Wicker BK

NEW  Selm BKNEW  Lena BK Sacramento BK Manaus BK
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BAR STOOLS

Joa BK NEW  Bismark BK UPH NEW  Bismark BK FS NEW  Callum BK UPH

NEW  Joa BK FS

NEW  Joa BK 1

NEW  Retrograde UPH BK NEW  Retrograde FS BK NEW  Sweden BK
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BAR STOOLS

Cucina Basta - Leende

Keppa BK Golden Caps
Keppa BK Golden Caps is part of our Keppa collection. 
The form of the back is designed to reach the maximum 
seating comfort and in the same time to keep the 
modern style of the product. The barstool is made of 
wooden round legs, strengthened with metal frame. 
Keppa BK Golden Caps is an elegant barstool, strongly 
recommended for contract use.
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Paige BKKeppa BK

BAR STOOLS

Softy BK Softy BK UPH

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

NEW  Bello BK NEW  Daisie BK NEW  Elly BKStream BK
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BAR STOOLS

Pietro A BK 80 Pietro 2A BK 80

Vegas BK 2 FS

BEST
SELLER

Vegas Elegance 1 BK

BEST
SELLER

Vegas FS BK

BEST
SELLER

Esto Vegas BK

BEST
SELLER

Waldklause Hotel - Gütersloh

Pietro S BK 80 Pietro 2S BK 80
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BAR STOOLS

Izabella BK RR Izabella BK HR Belinda BK

Izabella BK

Breda BK

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

Doris BK Meda BK *Sofia BK Ramos
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LOUNGE & BENCHES  
LOUNGE, SOFAS & SITZBÄNKE  

LOUNGE-EN BANKEN  
FAUTEUILS, SALONS & BANCS  

CANAPELE, FOTOLII ȘI BANCHETE
Products are available in a variety of fabrics and colors. 

Ask the sales department for more info.

03
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Jolly Sofa

NEW  

Jolly 
Lounge
The Jolly collection comprises a series of 
armchairs and sofas that delve into a realm 
of unique and inviting sensations. Ideal for 
boutique hotel lounges and upscale cocktail 
bars, the Jolly lounge seamlessly combines 
comfort with style. The solid wooden legs are 
accentuated by fashionable metal slipper cups, 
offered in various finishes.

Charly 

Candy Lounge Wood Candy Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  

Camelia Lounge 
Offered in side chair and barstool 
variations, this chic lounge chair 
delivers exceptional comfort and a 
refined aesthetic to any interior setting. 
Whether paired with complementary 
pieces or standing alone, it adds 
sophistication. The robust solid 
wood frame guarantees strength and 
durability, making it well-suited for hotel 
lounges, bars, or restaurants.

Devon Armchair

Camelia Armchair

NEW  Holly Lounge

Camelia Sofa
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NEW  Wings Metal LoungeNEW  Wings Metal Sofa

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

Wings Wood Lounge
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Celine S Lounge

NEW  Celine A Lounge

NEW  Ginger 060

NEW

Ginger 060P
A flawlessly circular seat and a gently curved 
backrest seamlessly converge at a subtle seam, 
supported by four robust conical solid wooden 
legs that ensure stability for the Ginger lounge 
chair. Ideal for high-end hotels, inviting lounges, 
and charming environments, the Ginger lounge 
chair offers a perfect solution. The extensive 
array of fabric options and wood stains allows 
for customization, ensuring a perfect match for 
any space.
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NEW  Carter Sofa

NEW  Carter Ottoman

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Oliver Sofa

NEW  Carter Armchair
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Wrap Steel C74

NEW  Viggo

NEW  Kiyumi Lounge

NEW  Lara Lounge S

NEW  Lara Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

Lara 
Lounge A
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Myra 679

 

Myra 655 
Lounge Metal
Introducing our 4-leg lounge chair, a sleek 
combination of style and comfort. Its steel 
frame ensures durability, while the upholstered 
fabric shell offers a luxurious feel. Compliant 
with UK fire regulations, it is available with 
polyurethane-injected foam for added safety. 
Enhance your space with this modern and 
inviting lounge chair that effortlessly balances 
aesthetics and functionality.

Myra 677

NEW  Star Shine Metal Lounge
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Myra 659

Shine Lounge LB NEW  Shine GL 
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Babila 2759

NEW

Suite Lounge
Suite lounge is a captivating blend of 
innovation and meticulous craftsmanship. 
Crafted with a lacquered ash frame, its seat 
and backrest come adorned with either 
TK hide or Tuscan hide, adding a touch of 
luxurious comfort. The Suite is more than just 
a chair; it is the culmination of years of design 
research, redefining the classic armchair 
into a modern icon. Its innovative design, 
coupled with precision in execution, ensures 
that this piece doesn’t merely blend into the 
background—it demands attention and stands 
poised to become a symbol of contemporary 
sophistication.

NEW  Selm Lounge

Malmo 296
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NEW  Tolly

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Alexa Sofa

NEW  Alexa Armchair

NEW  Lotus Armchair NEW  Gill Armchair
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

 

Lina 2585 
Lina Lounge, where comfort meets 
sophistication in a modular masterpiece. 
This ensemble not only boasts an 
inviting armchair but also offers an extra 
layer of relaxation with the optional, 
exceptionally comfortable pouf. 
Versatility is at the heart of Lina Lounge, 
making it the perfect addition to any 
lounge setting. Unleash your creativity 
with personalized options that transform 
this piece into a tailored haven of style 
and comfort.

NEW  Delon NEW  Hague 

NEW  Bing

NEW
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Anguis Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

 

Cabret Lounge 
The secret is in the cushions – where 
high-resilient foam ensures both 
comfort and a seamlessly smooth 
appearance for both the seat and back 
surfaces. Hugo goes beyond by offering 
the option of Comfort Lux or standard 
cushions, each adorned with stitching 
to add a distinctive and sensual touch, 
allowing you to tailor your experience to 
perfection.

Twist L Twist
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Tilya NEW  Jim 015L

 

Baroda Lounge
Indulge in the sumptuous comfort of this inviting armchair, as soft 
as it appears. To complete the chic design, consider incorporating a 
complementary pouf. Baroda lounge offers versatility with options in fabric or 
leather, and the choice between metal or wooden legs, allowing you to tailor 
it to your personal style.

NEW

Baroda 
Ottoman

NEW
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Antwan

NEW  

Nenny 
Lounge Wood
Thinking about a lounge chair that effortlessly 
combines support and comfort? Picture a 
seat with a relaxing back pillow and the option 
to include a footstool for the perfect feet-up 
moment. Look no further than Nenny—it’s 
designed with comfort in mind. It is also 
available with metal legs.

Taylor Wood Taylor Metal

Richmond
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

Carina 
Lounge Metal

NEW  Carina Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

 

Hype R7 
Hype is an exquisite armchair distinguished by its beautifully rounded and 
sinuous lines, offering a canvas for customization with a myriad of fabrics 
and colors, including striking contrasts. This versatile piece isn’t just a seat; 
it’s an expression of individual style and taste. Its unique design makes it 
a perfect addition to the sophisticated settings of hotels, where it adds a 
touch of refined comfort, or within the professional ambiance of an office, 
where it seamlessly combines aesthetic appeal with functionality.

NEW  Sixty L30 NEW  Tavi L10
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NEW  Nirvana 124 Hype L14

LOUNGE & BENCHES
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Da Vinci 05 113

NEW  Da Vinci 09 113

Da Vinci 05 100

Magda 05 Lounge HB 100 Magda Divano 09 100
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

 

Jojo Sofa
Infused with a delightful vintage essence, this comprehensive product 
range offers a selection of bases, ranging from wood to metal. Adorned with 
upholstery options from high-quality fabric collections, this sofa stands as 
a contemporary and versatile choice, suitable for lounges, bars, corporate 
spaces, and lobbies.

Jojo SL L

Jojo LMagda 05 100 01
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Lola 265 Dorna Lounge

Dorna Lounge Sofa

NEW  Brian Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Elay Lounge

NEW  Elay Lounge 1

NEW

Elicia Lounge
The Elicia Lounge boasts a timeless design 
that seamlessly marries style and comfort. 
Featuring curved yet uncomplicated lines, the 
Elicia Collection includes chairs and bar stools, 
adding a touch of renowned character to 
interior design projects. This versatile product 
stands as an ideal choice for incorporation 
into hotel and restaurant projects, effortlessly 
blending sophistication with functionality.

NEW  Brian Armchair
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Japan L
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Doll 563

NEW  Yoto Lounge

Doll 562

NEW  Askew C37

NEW  Askew C36
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  

Eeve Lounge 
Characterized by simple yet technically 
advanced forms, Eeve stands as the 
culmination of meticulous development 
and design efforts. The myriad 
combinations achievable with various 
fabrics and woods colors, makes it the 
ideal piece to seamlessly complement 
any space.

Spirit LoungeSpirit Wicker Lounge
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Nature Lounge

Nature Lounge Double

NEW  Groove Lounge
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Ina

NEW  Balt
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NEW  Chaty 2 Seater

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

Elephant
Presenting a seating solution that seamlessly 
merges the qualities of a chair with armrests 
and the comfort of an armchair. Crafted with 
a focus on comfort, it becomes an ideal com-
panion for lengthy conversations around the 
table. Its distinctively friendly shape renders it 
suitable for a variety of settings, be it a hotel 
room or a conference table. The promise of 
comfort lies in its minimalist, rounded form. 
This armchair embodies a coherent and robust 
design, destined to withstand the test of time.

NEW  Agapi

NEW  Ronny
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

Audrey
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Audrey Sofa

NEW  Ted Armchair

NEW  Ted Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Lena Lounge 2

NEW  Lena Lounge

NEW  Rock

NEW  Lena Sofa
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NEW  Lena Lounge 3

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Leo Solo

NEW  Ramos

NEW  
Leo Pop
Leo Pop offers a personalized touch with a 
vast array of high-quality fabrics and colors 
to choose from. Complementing its allure, 
there’s a matching footstool, and the option 
to select either wooden or metal legs. This 
exquisite piece stands as a beautiful addition 
to any lounge area, combining versatility with 
aesthetic appeal.
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

 

Dove Armchair 
Lounge Wood
If you like traditional forms with a modern look, 
you’re in for a treat. The classic origin of this 
sofa manifests itself through its gentle, rounded 
line and the quilting on the backrest. Balanced 
by a light shape and high legs, the expression 
is one that fits right into a contemporary 
surrounding.

NEW  Lester NEW  Terence

 Dove 2 Armchair
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NEW  Temple Lounge Aloma Lounge

LOUNGE & BENCHES
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

Geller
The Geller Armchair is just as eye-catching 
as it is original. It is a designer piece that 
won’t surely go unnoticed with its voluminous, 
playful, and round shapes. This modern-cool 
designed wingback armchair is undoubtedly a 
perfect addition to any lounge area, blending 
in with any contemporary interior style. The 
upholstered backrest with decorative pleatings, 
and a thickly padded seat, all contribute to, 
and ensure top levels of comfort.

Fiction

NEW  Alis Armchair

NEW  Emilia Armchair
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NEW  Safir Sofa

NEW  Benny

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Safir Armchair
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Borio Armchair

Bowen Sofa

Carl

 

Bowen Armchair 
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Borio Sofa

NEW  Aman

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Dawn
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Jackson Dubai

Dubai Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Pollyana Sofa

*Eliane Armchair *Eliane Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Mini Square Rossini

Palla

Maxi Ottoman Cheese Ottoman 47

NEW  Pumpy Ottoman

NEW  Pumpy Ottoman 2
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Cheese Ottoman 2 Capitons

LOUNGE & BENCHES

Hermitage Ottoman

Pony
Pony is a multifaceted piece, providing the 
adaptability of a pouffe while featuring a 
contoured backrest for enhanced seating 
comfort. Its convenient size makes it 
effortlessly portable, allowing you to position it 
wherever an additional seat is desired or as a 
chic companion furniture piece.

NEW  Gary Armchair
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Alvarez Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Claire Sofa

NEW  

Claire
Drawing inspiration from Scandinavia, Claire exudes elegance, coziness, and 
a touch of surprise through delicate proportions and minimalism. While it 
encapsulates everything desired in comfort, it does so with a delightful twist, 
making it stand out. The choice between elegance, coziness, or surprise is a 
challenging one, but why settle for just one when Claire effortlessly combines 
all three for a truly unique experience.

Sandy
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Area 3 Seater

Area collection
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Sharp P 
Sharp, a series of padded seating 
units defined by a thoughtfully crafted 
metal frame that precisely contours 
the compact profile of the padding. 
Tailored for lobbies seeking an essential 
and elegant ambiance, Sharp ensures 
maximum comfort within minimal space. 
The metal frame, available in various 
finishes, becomes an aesthetic focal 
point when painted in a contrasting 
color to the upholstery. The padding is 
skillfully upholstered using traditional 
methods, utilizing fabrics from the 
catalog or those provided by the 
customer. 

Sharp D

NEW  Paloma Sofa

LOUNGE & BENCHES
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Sequence OttomanSequence  Middle

 

Sequence corner 
Sequence embodies a snug and modular design, offering 
the flexibility to craft diverse configurations using three 
dedicated blocks. Standard connectors are affixed on 
all four sides of each block, enabling the creation of a 
spectrum of functions, ranging from a straightforward 
armchair to a sprawling double-sided corner unit. The 
only constraint is our imagination. Every furniture piece is 
meticulously crafted to the customer’s specific request, 
ensuring a personalized touch to each creation.
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NEW  Pena Modular Sofa

NEW  Pinch Module Sofa

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Lucio Sofa
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

Avery
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Gate Armchair Module

NEW  Palladium Sofa

Gate Ottoman Module

Gate Corner Module NEW  Palladium Armchair
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Loraine Sofa

NEW  June Sofa

NEW  Cabret Sofa
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NEW  Sabina Sofa

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW

June Armchair
Is there such a thing as having too much of 
a good thing? June, with its feather-filled 
softness, presents an array of options for your 
indulgence, ranging from various comfort levels 
to a selection of covers and feet. And let’s not 
forget the diverse array of shapes and sizes 
available. Can you ever have too much? Surely 
not.
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

 

Porto 
Behold the resilient charm of Porto, 
featuring a beech wood frame adorned 
with a high-resistance polyurethane 
lacquer for enduring use. Indulge in 
the luxury of an upholstered seat, 
back, and armrests embellished with 
exquisite decorative buttons along the 
edges. With a spectrum of wood colors 
to choose from, Porto offers not just 
durability but a feast for the eyes.

Castilia

Balzac
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  

Annette Sofa
Annette is a testament to high-end craftsmanship, meticulous detailing, and 
distinctive Scandinavian design. It seamlessly merges the essential elements 
of tufted sofas, offering a fresh and exhilarating perspective. The volumi-
nous back and armrests are complemented by a modern sophistication that 
defines its strong identity. You have the power to evoke a classic aesthetic 
by pairing it with opulent velvets and showcasing exposed wooden legs. 
Alternatively, infuse a modern luxurious twist by opting for a flat weave fabric 
coupled with sleek metal legs. The choice is yours, allowing for a personalized 
touch that aligns with your unique style preferences.

NEW

Annette
Armchair

Emperor
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Chester 3 Seater

Chester 2 Seater

RochesterRichard
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Chester 
Lounge Metal
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Hardy

Muaro A

Muaro Bench

Casey Lounge

Muaro S
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

West Armchair West Ottoman

 

West Sofa
You can find the essence of modern and contemporary design with the 
West collection. Defined by spaciousness and providing a delightfully firm 
seating experience, West showcases a sleek and airy appearance courtesy 
of its elevated leg frame. The collection is renowned for its timeless fusion 
of colors and materials, drawing inspiration from the 50s and infused with a 
contemporary twist, creating a harmonious blend of nostalgia and modernity.

West Sofa 
2 Seater
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

 

Rubens 
Rubens stands as a classic armchair 
crafted with a beechwood frame, 
protected by a polyurethane lacquer for 
enduring durability under intensive use. 
The versatility of this piece extends to 
its wide array of fabric options, available 
upon request. Moreover, customization 
is at your fingertips – send in your 
preferred fabric, and Rubens becomes 
uniquely yours. Suitable for various 
lounge areas, Rubens seamlessly 
combines timeless design with 
personalized comfort.

Francisco Madi

Bedford
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NEW  Elisa Armchair Austin

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Elisa Sofabed
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Marcus One Seater SNEW  Marcus One Seater T
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Tessa Sofa NEW  Tessa Armchair

NEW  Marcus Two Seater
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Felis
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Lidya
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Hugine Sofabed

NEW  Lily Ottoman
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NEW  Lily

LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Francina Sofabed
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Octopus Bench

Wood Panel Bench

Nicole Bench
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Woody Bench

LOUNGE & BENCHES

Iron Bench 1

Iron Bench 2
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Roll Bench

Our unique 
custom-made 
benches

We present our custom-made benches, where the possibilities are as limitless as your 
imagination. Crafted to your exact specifications, these custom-made wonders come 
in any size, shape, or fabric color of your choosing. Unleash your creativity and let 
these benches become a personalized masterpiece that seamlessly blends style with 
individuality.
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Bambini Bench

NEW  Reptile Bench

NEW  Willo Bench

NEW  Crocco Bench

NEW  Bubble Bench

NEW  Element Bench
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Rado Semicircular Bench NEW  Vilma Bench

NEW  Estrella Bench
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Grande Bench

Rado Bench

Manhattan Bench

Donald Modular Bench

Daisy Legs Daisy Sockle
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Donald Plus Capitons Donald Capitons and Foldings

Donald Bench
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Donald Square Capitons

Victor Bench Donald Semicircular Bench

Toff Bench

Donald Legs Donald Double

LOUNGE & BENCHES
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

American Sockle 1 Bench American Legs 1 Bench

NEW  Irene Bench
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Asterix Bench 1

Special Panel Bench

Asterix Bench

Paolo Sockle Bench

Heidel Bench Duvel Bench

LOUNGE & BENCHES
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Donald High Bench Donald High 2 Bench

Qvadro Bench
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Noble Bench

Victor High Bench Hermitage Bench

Faith Bench Clint Bench

American Sockle Bench
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

NEW  Benedikt Bench

Arthur Bench Friends Bench
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LOUNGE & BENCHES

Square Panel Bench Asterix Bench

CREATE YOUR 
OWN MODEL

HERE
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TABLES | TISCHE | TAFELS 

TABLES | MESE
Products are available in a variety of fabrics and colors. 

Ask the sales department for more info.

04
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TABLES

 

Victory Metal 
Victory Metal has a sophisticated foundation with a steel lacquered base, 

seamlessly combining durability with style. The tabletop, crafted from 

solid oak wood, offers versatility with the option of a straight or natural 

edge, adding a touch of natural charm. To ensure lasting wear and a sleek 

finish, it is coated in a resilient polyurethane lacquer. Dive into a world of 
customization with a wide array of wood colors, allowing you to tailor this 

piece to your unique aesthetic preferences.

Metal Octopus

SL 1 Table
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TABLES

SL Table
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TABLES

Xerxes Wood

Xerxes Metal

 

Keira
 
Keira stands as an exquisite 

restaurant table, crafted from 

solid oak wood and coated in a 

durable polyurethane lacquer 

for heightened resilience. 

Explore a diverse spectrum of 

wood colors and dimensions to 

tailor this beautiful piece to your 

unique preferences.
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TABLES

Trevor Metal

 

Grand Table
The Grand Table harmonizes a steel lacquered base with a captivating 

tabletop featuring a distinctive fishbone structure. Available in various 
dimensions and colors, it effortlessly adapts to complement the chosen 

interior design with style and versatility.

Aldo
Table

NEW
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Carolien

 Castle

Cleo

Randal
Randal presents itself as a refined table ideal 
for hospitality establishments. Meticulously 

crafted from solid oak wood and finished 
with a robust polyurethane lacquer, it ensures 

heightened durability. Discover a wide range 
of wood colors and dimensions, allowing you 

to customize this exquisite piece to suit your 

distinctive preferences.

TABLES
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F45 Oak Table

Nisa Tobi Table

Timor XL Table

Timor Table

TABLES
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NEW  Cordoba

NEW  Dion

NEW  Gary W

Gustave

NEW  Noran

TABLES
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NEW

Berlino Table

TABLES
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NEW

Clessidra Table
Sturdy circular table featuring a solid or dual-

toned metal base, also offered in a wooden 

version. Choose from a Crystalceramic, marble, 

or wooden top to complete the ensemble. 

Customization is key, and that’s why you 

have the option to choose from different 

dimensions, allowing you to tailor the table 

to your specific needs and the layout of your 
space.

TABLES
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NEW  Yin Table NEW  Yang Table

NEW  Wally Table

NEW  Firo Square NEW  Firo Rectangular

NEW  Firo Dining

TABLES
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TABLES

Smile 01 Quad Smile 01 Red

Smile 01 Rectangular

 

Malmo TMLF 
Malmo tables, crafted to seamlessly 

integrate into welcoming environments, 

elicit a sense of domestic warmth 

through the tactile quality of ash 

wood, distinctive shapes, and a nod 

to traditional imagery. The extendable 

table features gracefully tapered legs 

made from solid ash wood, paired with 

a top available in either solid laminate or 

veneered ash wood.
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TABLES

Nicole Table

Gomo Round Gomo Square

 

Gomo rectangular
A cohesive ensemble where simplicity blends with comfort and functionality. 

Gomo is a collection characterized by elegant design lines that exude 

a welcoming ambiance. This comprehensive assortment integrates 

upholstered chairs and armchairs adorned with brass end caps, alongside 

dining tables and side tables. Gomo offers the opportunity to tastefully 

furnish an entire space.
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Kuadro TK2 80x80

Kuadro TK2 140X80

Kuadro TK2 120x70

Plano TPL

TABLES
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Aero Table 

TABLES
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TABLES

T Table

Ocean Round

SB Table

 

Favoriet High 
Favoriet stands tall as a high 

folding table. If you’re in search 

of the ideal folding table, 

our selection provides the 

solution. Noteworthy among 

the features of our folding 

tables is their portability; each 

folding table comes with its 

own accompanying transport 

cart, simplifying storage and 

transportation effortlessly.
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TABLES

Tesslo U E

 

Achim Round
Achim Round dining table – a captivating 

centerpiece designed to elevate any 

environment with its fabulous aesthetic. 

The exquisite porcelain stoneware top 

adds a touch of sophistication, while the 

distinctive tubular metal frame, available in 

matte charcoal or matte black finish, brings 
a modern flair to the design. The brassed 
endings provide a refined touch, enhancing 
the overall elegance of this exceptional table. 

Perfect for a five-star restaurant, cafe, bar, or 
hotel, the Achim Round dining table is more 

than just furniture; it’s a statement piece that 

effortlessly combines form and function.
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TABLES

Niko High Table

 

Bar Tables
Our bar tables are not just pieces of furniture; they are statements 

of sophistication that contribute to the overall atmosphere of 

your establishment. Whether you’re setting up a trendy bar, 

chic restaurant, or a cozy cafe, our selection offers a diverse 

range of designs, materials, and finishes to suit various themes 
and preferences. Designed to withstand the demands of a 
bustling hospitality environment, these bar tables boast sturdy 

construction, ensuring longevity even in high-traffic areas. Choose 
from an array of materials, including sleek metal, warm wood, or 

modern synthetic options, each offering a unique character to 

enhance your space.

Nicole
High Table
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TABLES

Cleo Bar Table

Timor Bar Table Tobi Bar Table

Pauline Bar Table

F45 Oak High Table
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TABLES

Joint L Joint M

 

Coffee Tables
Versatile in design, our coffee tables cater to different seating 

arrangements and spatial configurations, allowing you to optimize 
the layout of your space. With features like convenient storage 

options, innovative shapes, and thoughtful details, our coffee 

tables provide both practicality and visual appeal. Transform your 

hospitality business into a sophisticated and inviting space with 

our thoughtfully curated coffee tables. Redefine the experience 
for your guests, creating memorable moments around stylish and 

functional focal points that reflect the essence of your brand.

NEW  

Bloom
Coffee Table H40

NEW  

Bloom
Coffee Table H50
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TABLES

NEW  Dona Side Table

NEW  Stein Coffee Table Set Maja

NEW  Floss Side Table
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NEW  Vick Coffee Table

Ivonne

NEW  Valen Coffee Table

Kraton Side Table

TABLES

NEW  

Rana Coffee Table 
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NEW  Bond Side TableStalwart

Brok Side Table 

TABLES
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NEW  Salerno Side Table S+M

Hugo Granite

Marble Power Side Table

NEW

Hugo Marble
Tailored for contract spaces, the Hugo coffee 

table presents a selection of a white Carrara 

marble, granite, or solid wood tabletop paired 

with a chrome or black metal base. Ideal for 

lounges, guest rooms, and office environments, 
the Hugo table collection makes for a seamless 

and stylish addition to any venue.

TABLES
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Boss Side Table

Marble Power Coffee Table

NEW  Eileen Side Table

NEW  Gunnar Side Table

TABLES

 

Stone Coffee Table
The Stone coffee table is crafted from fiber clay with a concrete-like 
appearance and a crisp white finish. This distinctive piece boasts a timeless, 
organic design. Fiber clay, a dyed material with an open structure, is a 

resilient composition of fiberglass and clay, ensuring the table’s strength. 
Despite its concrete look, Fiber clay surprises with its remarkably lightweight 
nature.

NEW
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Lea Coffee Table

Buma Coffee Table

Code Side Table

Side Table TST

NEW  Lucio Coffee TableNEW  Quana Coffee Table

TABLES
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Lee Coffee Table

NEW

Glam

TABLES
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TABLES

White Stone L Malmo 60x60

Malmo 120x74

 

Maeve Coffee Table 
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TABLES

NEW  Remis Oval

NEW  Remis Slim

NEW  Plumo Slim

NEW  Remis Round

NEW  Plumo Round

NEW  Plumo 
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NEW  Alveta Rectangular

NEW   Alveta Round

NEW   Alveta Square

Dendron L
Throughout our years of design experience, 

we’ve encountered numerous wooden side 

tables. However, the Dendron side table stands 
out as a unique addition to the collection. Its 

charm is undeniable, making it easy to envision 

this delightful wooden side table in various 

settings. Boasting simplicity, it incorporates 

lovely details with a beautifully carved wooden 

tabletop.

TABLES
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Nicole Coffee Table

NEW  Suite Round Coffee Table NEW   Suite Square Coffee Table

Xavier

TABLES
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TABLES

Inox 4412 AC Inox 4400 Inox 4444 AC

 

Table Bases
Discover the perfect synergy of form and function with our custom 
table bases tailored for contract use. These versatile bases provide 

a seamless blend of durability and design, allowing you to create 

a bespoke table tailored to your specific needs. Combine them 
with a wide selection of table tops, choosing from an extensive 

range of dimensions and colors. Elevate your contract spaces with 

tables that not only meet your unique requirements but also reflect 
your distinctive style, ensuring a harmonious and personalized 

environment.

 

Inox 4401
H50

 

Inox 4400
H50
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TABLES

Inox 4402 EC

Inox 4431

Inox 4402 H50

Inox 4404 LU Bar

Inox 4423

Inox 4402 REG

Inox 4401 RM

Inox 4411

Inox 4406 AC

Inox 4414 FA LU

Inox 4406 REG
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Inox 4464 AC

Inox 4466 AC

Inox 4462 AC

Quadra 4160
The Quadra table epitomizes the essence of 

solid geometry, serving as a symbol of both 

stability and functionality. This table features 

a pyramid-shaped, powder-coated, sand-

blasted cast-iron base paired with a steel 

tube column. It can be seamlessly combined 

with square tops of varying sizes and finishes, 
offering versatility in design and application.

TABLES
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TABLES

Inox 4443

Inox 4497

Inox 4470

Inox 4491Inox 4490

Quadra 4560

Inox 4474
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Dream 4830

Dream 4803

Stylus 5410

Dream 4840

TABLES

Tonda 4150 Tonda 4550Tonda 4530 Permanent 4731
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Stylus 5402 Stylus 5404

Stylus 5400

TABLES
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Lunar 5443

Lunar 5444

Ypsilon 4797

Lunar 5440
Lunar communicates the language of airiness, 

enabling the architectural features of the 

surrounding environment to come to the 

forefront. This table base showcases a steel rod 

base and is available in combination with tops 

of diverse sizes and finishes.

TABLES
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TABLES

Ypsilon 4797 H50

Ypsilon 4795

Arki Base ARK4

Ypsilon 4797

 

Arki base ARK3
Arki-Base presents a collection of tables 

exuding an industrial aesthetic. The 

table features three steel tube legs in 

a rectangular section that converge at 

the center of the tabletop, reminiscent 

of the trestles used by blacksmiths. It 

is offered with tops of various sizes and 

finishes to suit your preferences.
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TABLES

Easy 4781 Bold 4758

 

Laja 5430
The Laja table base collection embodies a simplicity of style, making 

it an ideal choice for both outdoor and indoor settings. Featuring a 

die-cast aluminum base and a steel column, this table is available in 

combination with tops of varying sizes and finishes.

Laja 5430 H40
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TABLES

Laja 5434

Laja 5420 

Bold 4750

Easy 4761

Bold 4752

Easy 4770

Laja 5420 H40

Bold 4754
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Liberty 4200

Bistrot 4101

Liberty 4220

Bistrot 4102

TABLES

Sceptre LIB 46

Bistrot 4103

Sceptre LIB 60 Sceptre LIB 84-2

Bistrot 4104
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Liberty 4210

TABLES
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Capensis Bar

Botero L

NEW  Petali 3

Capensis
Elevate your interior aesthetics with our 

creatively painted cast iron table base and 

iron tube, bringing a touch of artistry to spaces 

like restaurants, pubs, coffee bars, hotels, 

receptions, and public areas. Redefine your 
design vision with these distinctive elements, 

adding a dynamic and vibrant flair to your 
chosen environment.

TABLES
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TABLES

Fesarius H45

NEW  Sleem BI 40 NEW  Cono

Fesarius H73 NEW  Sleem BI 44

NEW  Petali 4

 

Fesarius Bar
Infuse your space with modern charm 

using our iron table base and tube with 

top support. Explore the fascinating 

allure of galvanic versions and opt for 

the added versatility of an iron plate 

for secure floor fixing. Elevate your 
design choices with these captivating 

features, transforming your setting 

into a captivating blend of style and 

functionality.
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TABLES

T Table T Table

Quadra 4574 Inox 4421 Inox 4424

SB Table

 

Clox Fold 
Introducing the Clox table base 

– a fusion of practicality and 

style with its innovative folding 

mechanism. Crafted from pre-

galvanized steel and adorned 

with a sleek polyester coating, 

this base brings a contemporary 

edge to your space. Enjoy added 

convenience with adjustable 

feet, ensuring stability and 

adaptability to any setting. 

Redefine your tablescape with 
the dynamic versatility of the 

Clox table base.
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TABLES

F04040 F04070

 

Inox 4440
Inox 4440 presents a table base that 

combines simplicity and functionality, 

characterized by a versatile geometry that 

adapts seamlessly to various contexts. The 

table base features a sand-blasted cast-

iron square central base, complemented 

by a stainless steel column and cover base. 

Choose from a selection of square tops 

available in diverse sizes and finishes to 
tailor this piece to your unique style and 

surroundings.
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TABLES

Arafura Table Top

MDF Oak Venereed Table Top

Oak Inclined Table Top

Timor Table Top

 

Table Tops
Our custom-made table tops not only reflect your brand’s 
personality but also offer durability to withstand the demands 

of a high-traffic hospitality environment. Imbue your space with 
a sense of individuality and sophistication by selecting from our 

diverse range of colors and sizes, creating a dining experience 

that is as unique as your business. The versatility in sizes ensures 

that you can optimize your space, whether you are furnishing an 

intimate café or a bustling restaurant.

Cleo Table Top

Tobi Table Top
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TABLES

Castle Look Table Top

Rubber Wood Table Top

Oak Wood Smooth Table Top

Dark Rubber Wood Table TopRegina Table Top

Oak Wood Castle Look Table Top

Oak Wood Slats Table Top
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TABLES

ABS Edge 
Table Top
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TABLES

Carrara White Marble Table Top

Marble Table Top

Solid Laminated Table Top

Idris Table Top

Steel Table Top

HPL Table Top

Granite Table Top

Black Laquered Glass Table TopTempered Table Top
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TABLES

Laminated ABS Edge Table Top Multilayer Inclined Edge Table Top

Structured Laminated S128 Pembroke Table Top

Yin Table Top

Wally Table Top

Yang Table Top

Structured Laminated LR30 Sable Table TopStructured Laminated FB11 Maloja Table Top

Melamine Table TopMultilayer Round Edge Table Top

Structured Laminated S072 Sherwood Table TopStructured Laminated S071 Sherwood Maloja Table Top
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OUTDOOR | TERRASSENMÖBEL 
TERRASMEUBILAIR 

MEUBLES POUR L’EXTÉRIEUR 
MOBILIER DE EXTERIOR

Products are available in a variety of fabrics and colors. 
Ask the sales department for more info.
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OUTDOOR

Darwin 522 Darwin 523 

 Ronda BK

Ronda A Ronda S

Darwin 521
Embracing ergonomic 
proportions and the 
grace of structural 
lines, the Darwin 
collection seamlessly 
merges comfort 
with functionality. 
This steel ensemble 
presents a captivating 
reinterpretation 

of classic themes, 
intertwining a delicate 
metal sheet mesh 
with a contemporary 
geometric structure. 
The result is not just 
furniture; it’s an artistic 
embodiment of timeless 
design principles within a 
modern context.

Nef A

Nef Lounge HB Nef Lounge
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OUTDOOR

Round Lounge Round S  Round A  Round BK
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Remind 3735

Remind 3730
Remind channels the gentle, sinuous curves 
reminiscent of wooden chairs from the late 
19th century. Crafted from a single injection-
moulded polypropylene monoblock, the 
chair’s breathable seat and backrest enhance 
its airiness and lightweight aesthetics, 
while ensuring a comfortable embrace. 
The perforated backrest of Remind offers 
a creative touch, as it can be adorned with 
small, colorful polypropylene pixels. This allows 
anyone to unleash their inner artist and craft 
endless patterns, adding a personalized and 
artistic flair to the chair.

OUTDOOR

Mya 706/2Mya 701

Tatami 305 Tatami 306

Volt 670

Koi Booky 370

Volt 675

NEW  Gossip 621
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Nolita 3651 Nolita 3656 Nolita 3657 Nolita 3658

OUTDOOR

Tribeca 3665 Tribeca 3660 Ara 310 Ara 315

Souvenir 555
Souvenir emerges 
from the aspiration to 
reimagine the iconic 
forms of 18th-century 
chairs gracing Parisian 
gardens. Crafted from 
a single polypropylene 

monoblock tailored for 
outdoor settings, this 
armchair captivates with 
its harmonious silhouette, 
seamlessly integrating all 
elements in an organic 
and natural manner. 
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Bit

OUTDOOR

Net Relax NEW  Net LoungeNet

NEW  Doga A

NEW  Doga relax 

NEW  Doga S
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Trill A

Tril BK

Trill S

Trill Stoll Riva Bistrot Riva

Bora bistrot Bora

OUTDOOR

Costa Bistrot

Costa
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OUTDOOR

Mom S
The Mom collection, a 
creation by Coirier, pays 
homage to the timeless 
aesthetics of traditional 
Japanese trays. Crafted 
with meticulous 
attention to detail, 
the entire structure 
boasts the robustness 
of Fe360 tubular steel, 

ensuring durability and 
stability. The seat and 
back, adorned with a 
captivating graphic 
design, showcase the 
elegance of deep-drawn 
galvanized steel sheet, 
adding an artistic touch 
to the collection. 

Knutt 2 A Knutt 2 SMiky SMiky A

Parrot BK Parrot SParrot AMom A
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OUTDOOR

Pop S Pop BKPop AKnutt BK

Arc en Ciel set Dora S Dora A

Dora BKDora L

Masters BKMasters Chair
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NEW  SIng S

NEW  

Sing A 
Versatile, chameleon-esque, and 
composed of multiple materials, Sing is 
not just a visually appealing chair; it’s a 
clever creation that doesn’t rely solely on 
aesthetics. Its strength lies in its ability 
to navigate the delicate equilibrium 
between indoor and outdoor settings. 

With a singular body affixed to a slender 
frame, it seamlessly transitions between 
roles, serving as both a backrest and 
a seat. Sing embodies adaptability, 
making it an intelligent choice for diverse 
environments.

OUTDOOR

Thor

Thor BK

NEW  Sing W SNEW  Sing W A

NEW  Stack Chair
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Pigalle 909 Pigalle 910

OUTDOOR

 Mia BK

Mia A Mia S

Shiloh ALU

Shiloh ALU BK

Shiloh ALU S
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NEW  

Nikita
The chair’s frame is expertly powder-
coated, ensuring resilience against the 
elements, while the seat is adorned with 
intricately woven aluminum rope for a touch 
of elegance. With its enduring durability 
and captivating trendy aesthetic, Nikita 
is a perfect choice for various hospitality 
settings, seamlessly blending style and 
longevity to enhance outdoor spaces.

OUTDOOR

Yogo SYogo A

NEW  Amellie

NEW  Eva S

Tone

NEW  Eva A

NEW  Jayce

Boro

NEW  Burl NEW  Burl Lounge
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NEW  

Selena
Introducing the stunning 
Selena outdoor chair, a 
remarkable addition to any 
setting. Constructed with 
a robust aluminum frame, 
expertly powder-coated 
for enduring strength, and 
complemented by a seat 
adorned with elegant rattan, 

Selena effortlessly combines 
style with practicality. Its 
adaptability makes it an 
optimal choice for various 
hospitality venues, where its 
enduring resilience and chic 
aesthetic contribute to an 
inviting ambiance.

OUTDOOR

NEW  Bertha A NEW  Bertha A Corino Honey

Diamond BK

Heerlen

Jewel BKMond A Mond S
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OUTDOOR

NEW  

Tosca
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OUTDOOR

NEW  Lina 2873 NEW  Lina 2877NEW  Lina 2874 NEW  Lina 2876

OUTDOOR

NEW  Adon NEW  CharlieNEW  Cantik

NEW  Breeze NEW  Breeze BK NEW  Tosca BK

NEW  Cruise lux

NEW  Mason

NEW  Monaco NEW  Santiago NEW  Muses NEW  Hugh
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Gens

George M

Aria

OUTDOOR

Uno 594Uno 550

Elvin S Elvin A

NEW  VickiRegista Alu

Moema 69

Faro Mini

NEW  Stack Stool

FaroLido Mini Lido

NEW  Stack Stool Mini
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OUTDOOR

NEW  

Folio 
Folio stands as an outdoor relaxation 
armchair crafted from fiberglass resin, 
featuring a perforated square pattern 
and a matte finish. The chair’s design 
seamlessly connects an embracing back 
to a generously lowered seat, forming a 

singular and refined structural embrace. 
It offers two comfortable reclining 
positions, adding to its allure as a 
harmonious and inviting piece for outdoor 
leisure.
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OUTDOOR

NEW   

Twins 3 Seat Sofa
The Twins collection encompasses two twin variations: 
one crafted entirely from teak and the other showcasing 
an intriguing material fusion of teak and aluminum. 
This juxtaposition reflects a perfect synthesis of the 
designer’s expertise and craftsmanship. Comprising 
seats, tables, and sofas, the collection transcends the 

distinctions between outdoor and indoor furnishings. Its 
distinctive nature allows for diverse combinations, not 
only within the two versions but also in collaboration 
with other collections, fostering versatility and aesthetic 
harmony.
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OUTDOOR

NEW  Twins 2 Seater

NEW  Twins 1 Seater NEW  Twins Coffee Table 
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Komodo modular sofa

OUTDOOR
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Komodo Modular- Corner part

Komodo Modular- End part SXDX

Komodo Modular- Middle part

Komodo Pouf

OUTDOOR
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NEW   

Reva armchair
Reva stands as an outdoor collection 
characterized by sleek lines and 
expansive dimensions. The lounge 
armchair features a slender extruded 
aluminum frame, supported by 
four tapered die-cast aluminum 
legs that accentuate its minimalist 
design. Accompanied by cushions 
in waterproof fabric and filled with 
polyurethane foam, it combines 
aesthetic appeal with functional 
comfort.

OUTDOOR

NEW  Reva Sofa
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OUTDOOR

NEW  Lina 2885Net Bench

Tamy
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Province Armchair+Province Coffee 
Table
Upon glimpsing the Province armchair and 
coffee table, a rustic charm immediately 
captivates your senses, evoking a 
countryside ambiance. Simultaneously, the 
sleek and robust forms make this ensemble 
seamlessly adaptable to modern-style 
settings. Can you envision the allure of 
this exquisite lounge chair in an outdoor 

environment?
Selecting the high table, sofa, or barstools 
to complement each other is an option 
as well. These products offer various 
customization possibilities, and there are 
numerous choices available for outdoor 
upholstery.

OUTDOOR

Province Set Province Bar Stool
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Province Sofa

Robinia Bench Robinia Corner Bench

OUTDOOR

Province High table
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NEW   

Sonya Set Modular
Meticulously crafted, this ensemble showcases a 
precise blend of elegance and functionality. The 
aluminum structure harmoniously integrates with 
polyolefin rope covering, creating a sophisticated 
and durable set. The modular design allows you to 
customize your outdoor space with options like a 
comfortable two-seater sofa, two inviting armchairs, 

or a corner sofa, complemented by a stylish coffee 
table featuring an aluminum top. Luxuriate in the 
comfort of cushions made from high-quality acrylic 
fabric, designed not only for a touch of opulence but 
also to withstand the elements with their water-
resistant rubber construction.

OUTDOOR

NEW  Sonya Corner
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NEW  Mayes Set

NEW  Muses Set

OUTDOOR

NEW  Breeze Set 

NEW  Endia DaybedNEW  Charlie Sofa
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NEW  Bink

Foster 1 Foster 2

OUTDOOR

Atlantico A Atlantico A

Dora Sofa

NEW   

Leny
A double sunbed featuring 
a painted aluminum frame, 
a water-resistant nautical 
eco-leather mattress, a 

reclining backrest with five 
adjustable positions, and a 
customizable curtain.
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NEW  Rian Picnic Table

NEW  Round Picnic Table

OUTDOOR
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Knutt Table

OUTDOOR

Pop low table

Round RCT Table

Round Coffee Table

Round SQ Table

Round Table
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Darwin 849

Darwin Counter Table

Darwin Fam

Darwin

Darwin 526

OUTDOOR

Darwin 848
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Nova Table 857Nova Table 854

Nova Table 858 Nova Table 859

OUTDOOR

Nova Table 890

Nova Table 892

Nova Table 891

Nova Table 893
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OUTDOOR
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Bistrot 4102 Bistrot 4103

Bold 4754

Bistrot 4104 Bold 4750

Bold 4758

OUTDOOR

Bold 4752
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NEW  Caementum Set

Code Table Outdoor Concrete 855 H110 Concrete 855

OUTDOOR

Arki Base ARK4Arki Base ARK3
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Ikon 865

Ikon 869

Jump TJ3 Jump TJ4

Ikon 863

OUTDOOR
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Easy 4770 Nolita 5453

Ypsilon 4790 Ypsilon 4795

Nolita 5454

OUTDOOR
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NEW  Cube Kit

NEW  Combo High Table H110.5

NEW  Combo Table H60

Cube

OUTDOOR
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Aria 60 Coffee Table H40

Net Table 100

Doga Side Table

Pop SIde Table

Aria 100 Coffee Table H40

Komodo Coffee Table

OUTDOOR

Ola CT 105 Out

Ola CT 45 Out
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Dora 80x80

Clox Fold

Dora 120x80

Dora 120x80 H105 NEW  Calice Table Base

OUTDOOR
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NEW  Trape Table Step FavorietNEW  Trape Table Foldable

OUTDOOR

SpritzSpritz Mini Clip Table
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OUTDOOR
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Impero 4050 Impero 4060

 

Impero 4080
The outdoor dining experience will be 
unique with our painted cast iron table 
base. The sleek black powder-coated finish 
ensures durability and resilience to outdoor 
elements. Please note that the table top is 
not included but can be ordered separately 
to complete your ensemble. With a height 
of 700 mm, this table base provides a 
sturdy foundation for your outdoor dining 
setting, combining style and functionality.

OUTDOOR

Impero 4070

Impero HighFiore Table BaseNEW  Capensis Table BaseScudo Table Base
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Flute Table Base

NEW  Tori Table Base

Frasca Table Base

Break Table Base

OUTDOOR

Flexi Feet D

NEW  Tori Double

Flexi Feet S Fold

Flexi Feet S
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Rio Set

OUTDOOR
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OUTDOOR

461 - Veneto 654X - Vento Marble642X - Canyon Monument Oak

658X - Tabo Slate

11X - Black

406/920XL - Copper Painted 
Metal

13 - Egg White

459 - Lancelot Oak

669X - Maremma 930XL- Cosmic Nero671X - Grey Caspio

Royale Exterior Compact
Table Top
Laminated 
12 mm thickness
Standard sizes: 70x70 cm/ 120x70 cm 
Also available on different sizes. Ask the sales 
department for availability.
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OUTDOOR

055 - Black 119 - Arizona065 - Palissade Grey 122 - Ex Works

001 - White 029 - City 033 - Colorado 034 - Travertin

174 - Marbre Sienna 179 - Ponderosa Grey178 - Ponderosa White 209 - Marbre Almeria

214 - Montpellier 296 - Findus Grey295 - Findus 316 - Oak Antic

Carino Compact
Table Top
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OUTDOOR

Bistro Table Top
with Brass Ring

Fez Blue Infinity Brown

Liam Liam Gold

Kalima Red Kapea

Triana
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OUTDOOR

Comora Line
Table Tops

Monochrome designs

Wood designs

Black Pure White

Atacama Cherry IcelandTimber White Timber

Laminated 
12 mm thickness
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OUTDOOR

Comora Line
Table Tops

NEW  Bianco

Brushed Silver

Dark SlateNEW  Black Marmor Industrial

Stone designs

Graphic designs

Laminated 
12 mm thickness
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OUTDOOR

Customize your own top 
by placing a logo!
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VARIOUS | VERSCHIEDENES 
DIVERSEN | DIVERSES | DIVERSE

Products are available in a variety of fabrics and colors. 
Ask the sales department for more info.

06
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VARIOUS

Dividing Wall 2
Elevate your location with our custom Dividing Walls, a bespoke solution for 

creating distinct sections in style. Meticulously crafted, this customizable piece 

adds sophistication to any interior. Tailor it to your unique design preferences, 

choosing from a range of wood finishes and styles. The versatility of this 
dividing wall allows for seamless integration into diverse settings, optimizing the 

functionality of your space. Enhance privacy for intimate dining or designate 

areas for special events effortlessly. Price available on request.
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VARIOUS

Cutlery Cabinet Cutlery Cabinet 1

Cutlery Cabinet 2

Dividing Wall 1

Cutlery Cabinet 3
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VARIOUS

Vino Cabinet
Vino Cabinet is a timeless masterpiece which draws 

inspiration from the bygone days of the 50s, 60s, and 70s. 

This cabinet exudes a nostalgic charm that enriches your 

space with character.

Meticulously handcrafted by skilled artisans, it is a 

testament to true workmanship, ensuring durability that 

withstands the test of time. The rich materials and deep 

color tones not only contribute to its aesthetic appeal but 

also make it an integral part of your venue’s story.

Six Cabinet
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Sol Cabinet M Sol Sideboard

VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Barbier Sideboard

Barbier Cabinet
Barbier Cabinet is a wooden masterpiece designed to 

captivate. Adorned with eye-catching sliding tambour 

doors, this cabinet unveils its allure gradually. When half-

opened, it transforms into the perfect backdrop for the 

most exquisite accessories or cherished collections. 

Inside, three glass shelves stand ready to showcase your 

treasures, allowing them to shine in the best possible light. 

With its elegant design and functional features, the Barbier 

Cabinet seamlessly combines aesthetics and utility, 

creating a stunning focal point that elevates any space. 

Barbier Collection also includes a sideboard.
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VARIOUS

Class High Sideboard

Travis Sideboard

Class Cabinet
Class Cabinet is a furniture element where every scratch, 

stain, and ring mark tells a unique story of its own. 

Meticulously handcrafted, this cabinet embraces slight 

imperfections, adding an authentic touch to its character. 

Built to withstand the test of time, it becomes a living 

testament to enduring craftsmanship. The unpolished 

finish imparts a vintage allure, creating a piece that not 
only stands as a functional storage solution but also serves 

as a charming relic with its own narrative.
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VARIOUS

Cantor Wine Shelf

Shelf Unit Single Shelf Unit Double

Hardy CabinetWinnie C118

Gertlush Cabinet
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VARIOUS

Class Shelf Consuela

Iron Shelf
Iron Shelf is a perfect blend of functionality and style. 

Boasting four shelves crafted from wood and sturdy iron, 

this piece is an ideal choice for those seeking a vintage 

or industrial aesthetic. Its minimalist yet timeless design 

effortlessly adds character to any space, providing both 

form and function. Simple, yet eye-catching, is a versatile 

addition that complements diverse interior styles.
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VARIOUS

Artesia Wide Cushion
Furnish your conference room or waiting area with the Artesia 

Wide Cushion – a masterpiece of sobriety and technique. 

Upholstered with a wider cushion for enhanced comfort, 

it boasts best-in-class ease of assembly and unbeatable 

stackability. Its rational design is complemented by a range 

of bright modern colors, allowing you to seamlessly match or 

deliberately contrast, highlighting Artesia’s flexibility. Perfect 
for public spaces, meetings, and beyond, this chair stands 

as a symbol of practical elegance, offering a sophisticated 

solution for your seating needs.

Artesia Narrow Cushion
From the same collection is also a member Artesia Narrow 

Cushion, a chair tailored for sleek versatility. Upholstered 

with a narrow cushion, it embodies the same sobriety and 

technique as its wider counterpart. Stackable for space 

efficiency. The choice of bright modern colors allows for 
seamless coordination or intentional contrast, underscoring 

Artesia’s adaptability in conference rooms, waiting areas, 

and public spaces. Discover a harmonious seating duo that 

balances comfort with contemporary design. 
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VARIOUS

Artesia Linking Artesia Right/Left Tablet

River Cabinet L

River Cabinet M

Universal Trolley

Artesia Trolley

Dama H73
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VARIOUS

Plant Stander

Flag 5144 Flag 5145

Plant Furniture
Plant Furniture is a versatile blend of nature and design 

suitable for any location. The combination of plants and 

wooden elements serves as both a decorative element 

and a practical section divider, offering a timeless design 

to elevate your restaurant or cafe, while also creating a 

soothing atmosphere for customers. 

Plant Furniture is a custom-made product, which 

seamlessly integrates into any setting, enhancing the 

ambiance while providing functionality. Embrace the 

allure of nature indoors, as this unique piece transforms 

your establishment into a green haven that leaves a 

lasting impression.
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VARIOUS

Acoustic Panels
Step into the world of Acoustic Panels—a revolutionary series 

designed to transform shared spaces into dynamic realms of 

adaptability. In places of gathering and connection, diversity 

thrives, and these panels cater to individual tastes. The 

environment transcends mere functionality, evolving into a 

sensory experience.

Available in an array of colors and finishes, the panels offer 
limitless graphic compositions. From work-station dividers 

to wall panels and ceiling fixtures, these acoustic marvels 
seamlessly integrate into diverse settings, embracing the 

fusion of aesthetics and functionality. Elevate your space 

with a symphony of design possibilities, as Acoustic Panels 

redefine the essence of shared environments.
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Wooden
Acoustic Panels
Wooden acoustic panels are a sophisticated solution 

to transform any space into an acoustically optimized 

haven. These panels effectively mitigate reverberation, 

reducing unwanted echoes and enhancing sound clarity. 

Crafted from high-quality wood, they not only serve a 

functional purpose but also contribute to the aesthetics 

of a room, providing a warm and natural ambiance. The 

rich textures and grains of the wood create a visually 

pleasing, timeless design. Whether in a restaurant, hotel 

room, hallway or office, these panels strike a balance 
between functionality and elegance.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Headboard 3

Headboard 7

Headboard 6

Headboard 8

Headboards
Check our website for the full collection of 
headboards.

Our exquisite collection of Headboards is meticulously 

curated to redefine the ambiance of hotel room interiors. 
A headboard is not merely a piece of furniture; it’s a 

statement that sets the tone for the entire room. At our 

disposal is an extensive array of headboards, each crafted 

with precision to complement various design aesthetics. 

From timeless classics to contemporary marvels, our 

collection caters to diverse preferences.

However, we don’t just stop at offering an exceptional 

range; we take pride in our ability to turn your vision 

into reality. Our bespoke service allows us to develop, 

produce, and build custom headboards, tailoring each 

piece to meet your unique specifications. Your hotel’s

identity can seamlessly merge with our craftsmanship, 

ensuring an exclusive and harmonious interior.

Understanding the pivotal role of headboards in hotel 

room design, we recognize their influence on the overall 
guest experience. Beyond being a stylish focal point, 

headboards convey a sense of comfort and luxury, 

contributing to a welcoming atmosphere. Elevate your 

hotel’s aesthetic with our headboards, where functionality 

meets design, and create a stay that resonates with the 

essence of true hospitality.
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VARIOUS

Headboard 10 Headboard 20
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Your Model Here
We develop, produce and build custom headboards 
based on your preferences and specifications.
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VARIOUS

Living Green Walls
Nature meets architecture with our Living Green Walls, 

also known as ecowalls. These vertical panels of vibrant 

plants, either free-standing or wall-attached, redefine 
greenery in a limited space. Comprising carefully inserted 

plants into a growing medium, these walls not only offer 

the benefits of nature but also serve as captivating 
interior design elements.

Transform your location into a lush oasis, as our 

living green walls effortlessly blend aesthetics and 

functionality. Embrace the beauty of nature, breathing life 

into your surroundings while making a bold statement in 

sustainable and stylish design.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Lighting
Check our website for the full collection of lights.

Illuminate your location with our diverse range of lighting 

elements tailored for any commercial projects. From 

classic to modern and industrial, our extensive collection 

offers a variety of styles and sizes to suit any interior 

design.

Elevate your ambiance with the perfect lighting, as we 

specialize in bespoke solutions for commercial projects, 

crafting unique pieces for hotels, restaurants, and cafes. 

Lighting is not just functional; it’s a design essential. 

Enhance aesthetics, create focal points, and set the 

mood. Let our lights redefine your space, marrying form 
and function to illuminate the soul of your establishment.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

2975-10-70

2260-05-05-13 2262-05-50-5-05-610
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VARIOUS

2982-05-05-50-5-25 2980-05-10-25

2741-05-02-130-25-65

2260-05-05-3
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VARIOUS

2002-30

2197-30-08-R-K

2011-30-H
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VARIOUS

2007-552025-05-10

Check our website for the full collection of lights.
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VARIOUS

LED Neon Signs
We develop, produce and build bars based on your 
preferences and specifications.

Crafted to your exact needs and wishes, we bring your 

vision to life through neon signs for company logos, events, 

or inspirational quotes. Our LED signs, crafted from the 

highest quality materials, guarantee a captivating visual 

impact.

Beyond mere illumination, these become a vibrant focal 

point, adding a modern and chic touch to your interior. 

Seamlessly blend personalized aesthetics with impactful 

design, creating an ambiance that leaves a lasting 

impression on patrons and visitors alike.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Flooring
Check our website for the full collection of floors.

We offer a diverse collection of flooring solutions, 
meticulously curated to complement any environment, 

from chic restaurants to luxurious hotels and cozy 

cafes. Our extensive range showcases an array of styles, 

materials, and finishes, allowing you to tailor your flooring 
to the unique character of your space.

Beyond aesthetics, flooring plays a pivotal role in the 
overall design, providing a foundation that seamlessly ties 

together elements of style and functionality. Explore our 

flooring options to discover the perfect balance of form 
and durability, ensuring that every step in your space is a 

testament to both sophistication and practicality.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Recycled Wood
Wall Panels
Enrich your Horeca location with our Wooden Wall Panels, 

meticulously crafted from reclaimed and recycled wood. 

Perfect for hotels, cafes, and restaurants, these panels 

redefine interior design with sustainability at the forefront.

Each panel tells a unique story, as salvaged wood 

enhances surfaces, adding character and charm to your 

establishment. Beyond aesthetic appeal, our panels 

boast high quality, ensuring durability that lasts a lifetime, 

while also creating a warm, inviting ambiance that leaves 

a lasting impression.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Decorative Panels
Check our website for the full collection of 
decorative panels.

Transform any space with our Decorative Panels – the 

epitome of bespoke wall decorations for Horeca and 

diverse commercial projects. Tailored to elevate interior 

design, these panels offer a spectrum of styles and colors, 

effortlessly adapting to modern or classic aesthetics. 

Infuse personality into your walls, turning them into 

captivating focal points that resonate with the character 

of your establishment.

From magnificently modern to characterfully classic, 
our Decorative Panels serve as a versatile canvas for 

expressing your unique style, creating an ambiance 

that seamlessly blends aesthetic appeal with functional 

design in restaurants, hotels, and various commercial 

settings.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Check our website for the full collection of 
decorative panels.
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VARIOUS

P36 - Gold-Brushed Bronze P26 - Bright-White Satin P33 - Gold Patina

P01 - Copper Burnt Umber P02 - Bordeaux P03 - Espresso Patina

P07 - Copper Patina P08 - Oil-Rubbed Bronze P11 - Oil-Rubbed Silver

P13 - Flat Matte Black P14 - Gold-Washed White P16 - Oil-Rubbed Gold
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VARIOUS

Ceramic Tiles
Ceramic wall and floor tiles are perfect for cafes, 
restaurants, hotels, and various commercial projects. 

Crafted to seamlessly blend functionality with aesthetics, 

these tiles are designed to connect space and purpose. 

The dynamic fusion of colors and high-quality materials 

reflects the latest design trends, ensuring a sophisticated 
and contemporary look.

Whether you’re aiming for a chic café atmosphere or a 

luxurious hotel ambiance, these tiles provide a versatile 

canvas for your creative vision. Transform any room with 

a touch of elegance, as our ceramic tiles effortlessly 

marry style and practicality for an enduring impact.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Bars
Choose your own materials and dimensions to 
customize your models.

Our custom-made bars are meticulously crafted to 

redefine interiors. From chic urban lounges to quaint 
countryside retreats, our bars seamlessly adapt to 

diverse styles and locations. Tailored to harmonize 

with your vision, these bespoke creations become the 

centerpiece of your establishment, blending aesthetics 

with functionality.

Whether you seek modern elegance or rustic charm, our 

custom bars are versatile canvases, shaping the ambiance 

of restaurants, hotels, and cafes. Embrace the importance 

of a distinctive bar design—where craftsmanship meets 

creativity—to leave a lasting impression on patrons and 

create an inviting atmosphere that sets your venue apart.
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS
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VARIOUS

Your Model Here
We develop, produce and build bars based on your 
preferences and specifications.
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VARIOUS

Ice
Shaped like a block of ice, this modular bar counter is the 

heart of a convivial outdoor environment like a bar by a pool, 

a beach or a garden. Made in high-density roto-moulded 

polyethylene, the modules of the Iceberg have a double pen-

tagon shape and allow to create endless combinations. A 

lighting kit, an upper methacrylate top and steel inner shelves 

are available as optional/accessories.

Tetris TTS
Designed to be used both indoors and outdoors, Tetris is a bar 

counter made in high-density roto-moulded polyethylene. 

Upper and lower stainless steel tops are available as optional/

accessories, providing durability and customization. Its 

versatile design effortlessly adapts to various environments, 

creating a dynamic focal point in both interior and exterior 

spaces. Tetris not only enhances the aesthetics of your venue 

but also offers practicality with its resilient materials and 

optional stainless steel tops, making it an ideal choice for a 

stylish and durable bar solution.
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VARIOUS

Oblique
Oblique is a bar counter, with sharp and converging lines, that 

features an oblique front side allowing the user to approach. 

Linear module made in high-density roto-moulded 

polyethylene with adjustable feet to ensure a perfect 

horizontal alignment. Upper and lower methacrylate top, 

three steel inner shelves and internal lighting kit are available 

as optional/accessories.

Kado
A seat that turns into a vase. A vase that is also a luminous 

object. A versatile and modern space divider. Made with 

rotational moulding polyethylene with matt finish, Kado is 
characterized by a minimalist design. Shock resistant and 

weatherproof. Height 600 mm. An upholstered cushion for 

outdoor use, a lighting kit, a flooring fixing kit and a steel 
handling trolley are available as accessories.
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VARIOUS

Parasols & Windscreens
Our stylish parasols are meticulously designed for terraces and 

al fresco settings. Providing shade and shelter, these parasols 

are not just practical but also elevate the aesthetics of your 

outdoor areas, ensuring a comfortable and inviting atmosphere 

for patrons.

On the other hand, our windscreens are crafted to shield outdoor 

customers from brisk winds, extending the usability of your 

space. Perfect for creating cozy nooks or protecting dining areas 

from chilly breezes, these windscreens seamlessly integrate with 

your exterior design, striking a balance between functionality 

and design for a delightful outdoor experience.

Shaun Amazon
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VARIOUS

Philly Elephant

Ombra
Ombra is the epitome of expansive elegance for Horeca terrace spaces. 

Going beyond the limits of traditional large parasols, Ombra’s center 

pole introduces new dimensions in shading outdoor areas. Its generous 

format combines with a sleek design, effortlessly harmonizing with any 

architectural environment.

Ombra not only delivers on aesthetic appeal but also meets the highest 

standards of stability, user convenience, and wind safety. Elevate your 

outdoor experience with Ombra, creating a stylish canopy that redefines 
the comfort and sophistication of your venue.
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VARIOUS

Windscreen 1

Windscreen 2

Windscreen 3
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Windscreen 4
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OPTIONS

01 Cappucino

05 White Wash Grey

02 Belgic Antique

06 Pebble

03 Loam

10 Cabana

08 Modern Grey

04 Old White

07 Antique Grey

09 Coffee 11 Natural White Wash 12 Natural

 

Oak wood colors
These colors are exclusively offered for 
personalizing oak wood tables and tabletops.
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OPTIONS

13 Corn Antique 14 Old Brown 15 Cherry 16 French Antique
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OPTIONS

20 Middle Brown

17 Basic

18 Noble Brown

19 Kent
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OPTIONS

21 Chester 22 Wenge 23 Black

27 Vintage White26 Vintage Lemon

24 Vintage Aubegine

25 Vintage Mint
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OPTIONS

01 Cappucino

05 White Wash Grey

02 Belgic Antique

06 Pebble

03 Loam

08 Modern Grey

04 Old White 07 Antique Grey

 

Beech wood colors
These colors are exclusively offered for 
personalizing beech wood tables and tabletops.

10 Cabana09 Coffee 11 Natural White Wash
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OPTIONS

21 Chester20 Middle Brown 22 Wenge 23 Black

16 French Antique 17 Basic 18 Noble Brown 19 Kent

24 Vintage Aubegine

12 Natural 13 Corn Antique 14 Old Brown 15 Cherry

27 Vintage White26 Vintage Lemon25 Vintage Mint
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OPTIONS

TE Terracotta Textured Matt

BI100 White Textured Matt

9007 Aluminium Smooth Matt

GI100 Yellow Textured Matt

NERO Black Hammered Matt

MG Brown Textured Matt

BL300 Blue Textured Matt

RO200 Red Textured Matt

6005 Green Smooth Glossy

GA Anthracite Grey Matt

AR200 Orange Textured Matt

AL Aluminium Smooth Glossy

 

Table base metal

finishes
These colors are specifically provided for 
customizing certain table bases.

INDOOR
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OPTIONS

TEE Terracotta Textured Matt

BI100E White Textured Matt

9007E Aluminium Smooth Matt

GI100E Yellow Textured Matt

NPE Black Textured Matt

MGE Brown Textured MattBL300E Blue Textured Matt

RO200E Red Textured Matt

6005E Green Smooth Glossy

GAE Anthracite Grey Matt

AR200E Orange Textured Matt

ALE Aluminium Smooth Glossy

OUTDOOR
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OPTIONS

RM Antique Copper Steel

TR Transparent

EC Corten Steel

AC Brushed Steel

CR Chromed Steel

AC316 Brushed Steel (Outdoor)

ST Satinized Steel

OA Antique Brass Steel

TRANSPARENT AND STEEL
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OPTIONS

Cali Navajo

Cali Prairie

Cali Fog

Cali Basil

Cali Muslin

Cali Bridle

Cali Woodbine

Cali  Caliente

 

Upholstery

SYNTHETIC LEATHER

CALI COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Cali  CaveCali Waylon

Cali Bison Cali Iron

Cali Stormy

Cali Sequoia
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OPTIONS

Wish Melone

Wish Beige

Wish Camel

Wish Chestnut

Wish Cashmere

Wish Buche

Wish Champagne

Wish Cognac

 

Upholstery
SYNTHETIC LEATHER
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OPTIONS

Wish Warm Grey

Wish Gold Metallic

Wish Citrus

Wish Light Grey

Wish Ivory

Wish Taupe

Wish Leinen

Wish Bronze

Wish Sumatra

Wish Mushroom

Wish Terracotta

Wish Moss

Wish Laurel
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OPTIONS

Wish Pure White

Wish TealWish Jade

Wish Perle Wish Delft

Wish Coral

Wish Pearlessence Metallic

Wish Baltic

Wish Petrol Wish Lavender

Wish Silver Metallic

Wish Turquois

Wish Skylight
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OPTIONS

Wish Ultra Violet

Wish TomatoWish Orange

Wish Berry

Wish Platin

Wish Kirsche

Wish Amethyst

Wish RedWish Nectarine

Wish Night Wish PralineWish Titan

Wish Port
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OPTIONS

Wish Lotus

Wish Auster

Wish Avocado

Wish SquashWish Sonne

Wish Rose

Wish Sisal

Wish OliveWish Apfel

Wish WhiteWish Safran

Wish Grun

Wish Pink
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OPTIONS

Wish BlackWish GraphiteWish Merlot

Wish Mocca Wish Meteor

Wish Marine
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OPTIONS

Ola Indigo Ola LinenOla Anthracite Ola Oyster

Ola Steel Ola Dark GreyOla Dolphin Ola Petrol

 

Upholstery
OLA COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Ola Copper

Ola Gold

Ola Mushroom

Ola Clay

Ola Tobacco

Ola Latte

Ola Brass

Ola Natur

Ola Hazelnut

Ola Cognac

Ola Beige

Ola Ecru

Ola Coffee

Ola Wood

Ola Army

Ola Sand
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OPTIONS

Ola BlushOla Pale

Ola Frost

Ola  AubergineOla Liver

Ola BlossomOla Wine

Ola Hunter

Ola Forest

Ola Herb

Ola Moss

Ola Niagara
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OPTIONS

Selly Carmine

Selly Magn

Selly Scarlet

Selly Blossom

Selly OcreSelly Honey

Selly Ivoire

Selly Wine

Selly Saffron

Selly Steel

Selly Cognac Selly Cappuccino

 

Upholstery

VELVET

SELLY COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Selly Niagara

Selly DolphinSelly Espresso

Selly Petrol Selly Navy

Selly Denim

Selly Plumb

Selly Dark Brown

Selly Blue Selly Nightshade

Selly Grey

Selly Shitake

Selly Dark Blue
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OPTIONS

Selly Eucalyptus

Selly Hunter

Selly Copper Selly Blackberry

Selly Onyx Selly Turtle

Selly Liver

Selly Emerald

Selly Sky

Selly Forest

Selly Moss

Selly Anthracite

Selly Teal Selly LilaSelly Turqoise

Selly Mint
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OPTIONS

Hoppy Azure Hoppy Caramel

Hoppy Copper Hoppy Liver

Hoppy Beige Hoppy Cognac

Hoppy Slate Hoppy Brown

Hoppy Anthracite Hoppy ChocolateHoppy Black Hoppy Coffee

 

Upholstery

FLATWOVEN

HOPPY COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Hoppy Grey

Hoppy Navy

Hoppy Niagara

Hoppy Red

Hoppy Dark Grey

Hoppy Onyx

Hoppy Mint

Hoppy Maize

Hoppy Kaki

Hoppy Teal

Hoppy Stone

Hoppy Denim

Hoppy Sand

Hoppy Forest

Hoppy Ivoire

Hoppy Eucalyptus
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OPTIONS

Wink Clay Wink Almond

Wink Brown Wink Wood

Wink Beige Wink Bran

Wink Dark Brown Wink Moss

Wink Camel Wink CaramelWink Cognac Wink Desert

 

Upholstery

VELVET

WINK COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Wink Liver

Wink Niagara

Wink Wine

Wink Onyx

Wink Magnolia

Wink Dark Blue

Wink Tobacco

Wink Anthracite

Wink Natural

Wink Eucalyptus

Wink Grey

Wink Hunter

Wink Light grey

Wink Forest

Wink Steel

Wink Grape
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OPTIONS

Omen Beige Omen ClayOmen Champagne Omen Ivory

Omen Natural Omen BrownOmen Steel Omen Dark Brown

 

Upholstery

WOVEN

OMEN COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Omen Grey

Omen Bronze

Omen Sage

Omen Taupe

Omen Thyme

Omen Forest Omen IndigoOmen Denim Omen Onyx

Omen Hazelnut
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OPTIONS

Fana Blossom Fana Prune

Fana Dolphin

Fana Pink Fana Fuchsia

Fana BeigeFana Natural Fana Kiezel

 

Upholstery

RECYCLED FABRIC

FANA COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Fana Mandarin Fana TerraFana Orange Fana Rust

Fana Fire

Fana Shitake

Fana Aubergine

Fana Dark Brown

Fana Red

Fana Taupe

Fana Purple

Fana Black
Fana Anthracite
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OPTIONS

Fana Ocean blueFana Aqua

Fana Night shade Fana Violet

Fana Mint

Fana Olive

Fana Light blue

Fana Indigo Fana Navy

Fana Pistachio

Fana Azur

Fana Petrol

Fana Army
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OPTIONS

Fana MaizeFana YellowFana Blue

Fana Ash Fana Middle greyFana Light grey Fana Grey
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OPTIONS

Carta 130 Carta 144

Carta 167

Carta 140 Carta 161

Carta 165Carta 164 Carta 180

 

Upholstery

OUTDOOR OLEFIN
CARTA COLLECTION
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OPTIONS

Carta 050

Carta 040

Carta 101

Carta 044

Carta 021

Carta 042

Carta 195

Carta 090

Carta 163
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OPTIONS

BLEND VARIOUS FABRICS TO 
CREATE ONE-OF-A-KIND 

PRODUCTS
To see the full collection, access our website




